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Abstract 
This pn>JeCt presents n Smnrt I knlthnre lnlbnnatton ystem (SI !IS), which 
ho!.p1tab and mcd1cnl centers cnn u~c to 1mpro' c their . el"\ ices. SHlS provides a set of 
integrated services and 1s '"cb based The S)~tem compri es of several modules, which 
include patient, rnsuran c and b1lhng, pharmaceutical, healthcare provider, and medical 
center information systems. 
It also provides a data analysis system for analyzing medical data. With thi 
system, hospi tal sta IT (cg , administrators, nurses) can perform their ta, ks tc g. 
retrieving patient 1nfonnat1 on, recording diagnostic and treatment details) mrn · qu1ckl~ 
and effic1cntly Patients can also use the syi.,tcm to view thc11 rccm<.J... nnd irmkc nnhnc 
appointments. 'I he general public can acccs\ the i.,y-,tcm to obtain gencrnl infomutmn 
i.,uch as expertise availahlc and 111fonnut1on about upcoming c\Cnt\ I he '):.tcm 
incorporates security fea tures, which allows only author11ed user!. to occcs' conli<.kntml 
mfonnation 
The prOJCCl documentation contained herein encompas,cs the litcruturc re' 1c" 
and syMem analysis of the Integration of Smart l lcalth Care Information s, \tcm. or m 
short , lntSI llS Lots or details has been put towurds the sotlwarc and hanh\nrc '"'oh cd 
which include~ 1ca..,mHng u.., to '"hy part1culur contiguratum\ arc fa, nurcd mer other,, 
which urc ul\O mcn\1011 ·d It con\um.., lcchn1cul details U\ '"cl\ a.\ \Omc conclu..,1on. that 
hn"c h ·en 1~m.:hcd 11tk1 the ..,h1dy ol the 'Pccil1cd tool ' 
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Without douht , 1110~ 1 of the mfo11nm1on ~k:\n ·d fot this sc~ llon was taken ofT 
various Internet articles us wdl ns some hooks rd \tl' i to th' projt.-ct that was developed. 
All th is explanation, be 1t on intcgrnunn nt ltltl'm ' lton '\Cro. different components, 
covers the 5 modules' h1ch arc d1scu. scd and" 111 ~introduced under the introduction. 
'I he methodolog d1scu .ed ts pnmaril on basic yet important software 
engineering principles This would be applied throughout the development phases of the 
system, which includes ~ystem analysis, design, testing and so on. The method that i 
selected to develop and test the system too 1s mentioned here. The system design ru wdl 
as the process taken to develop the system i~ covered in the sections that folio\\ s This 
report then caps everything off with scrcenshots and short captions which \\Ould 
illu\ trate the final working '°ly\tem that ha\ been developed 
Exten~1 ve research and background survey\ have been done on ull topic~ 
11wolved have been made prior to the commencement of actual co1.hng und 
documentation This has been done to ensure a higher level of accumc in the tks1gning 
proccs\ together " 1th the eltmmat1on of rcdundanc occurrence I unhcrn1on.:. a bcncr 
lo.nowlcdge base to begin with was acquired It " hoped that the reader of th1~ the~•~ 
report obtainc; an info1mat1vc ct enriching document regarding the sy~tem that hn~ hc<.:n 
integrated 
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I. INTROOl lCTION 
I. I Overview 
The Integration or Sman I k ulth arc lnfom\ation System serves essentially as a 
medium of communication between the di' erse functional sub systems in a medical 
center. The areas (sub systems) encompassed can be divided into modules that already 
exist but have to be integrated into a working environment that correlates with each 
other. The main topic of discussion and research here is the integration of the already 
existing modules and the unification of ideas through proper graphic, text and icon 
management and provide all this on the Internet and Intranet with particular k d s of 
security depending on the nature of the individual accessing the information 
The modules that arc to be integrated arc as follows 
Pharmaceutical Information System 
Patient Information System 
Medical Center Information System 
1 lcalth Insurance Information and Oilling System 
1 lcalth Care Pro 1<.lcrs Information S stem 
/\ nothc1 module l'i being dcvclorcd right now and it's about patient dntu and an 
unol SIS or 11 , ' htch IS culled Sr\/(' /11 fur rl 11ufr~,,,J.! A"'"""' I )(1/(1 I ht\ module \\OU Id 
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allow user's especially health cote pin id ·1s h' dw1.·\... th1.• \.' \\n t'nt trt'nd tn treatment and 
the category in which a particular discos~ hns n high occurrence. This module might be 
integrated also based on the time it would rn\...c fc.'lr it to be completed. 
A Smart I lealth arc lnfomrntion tern would quite certainly be defined as an 
open system which provides the integration and communication to the outside, together 
wi th the inside of the domain of the medical center which also covers the flow of the 
information wi thin the above mentioned precincts. This system would give access to 
all demographics pertaining the particular medical center. Thus, it would be created on a 
platform that 1s compatible to support multiple users and be able to help thcn1 achic' c nn 
clTectivc information administration. 
Utterly web based on an interface basis, the lntegrulton of th • Snuut lknlth C lre 
Information System (lntSI ll S) faci litates the management or d1ffc1cnt ho~p1tnl !-Cf\ ICC:-. 
by cflicicntly providing mformation on the fl y to various people m charge of s:ud 
services and people interested in the particular infom1at1 on This paperlc~1., office effort 
virtually eliminates space constramts and manual elTorts 
Above all , 1t also attempts to provide both a conceptual framc\\or\... m \\htch lt 
would demonstrate the manner Ill which web appl ications could be fitted together as a 
practical 1n"p1rut1on for this emergi ng domain 
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1 .2 Ob,jcctivcs 
To integrate existing modules which C()mmumcntt.'$ md \\Ork. together to provide a 
wide range of 10fomrnt10n that 1s cmcn~d m the 5 num module . This will be accessible 
from any main page or the module. through a proper Ii ting of links. 
To recognise the health care pro iders as major user and thus ease the use. The 
greater the need to share data and functions by all health care providers, the more the 
need for integration and the better we achieve a cost efficient lntSHIS. 
To study and investigate the current Web information system, 1mpkmcntntmn 
together with developing tools and their rele ance to the pro1ect 
To fulfi ll the users need in terms of information 
To guarantee the high avai labil ity of the system where the 1espon..,e t11nc ts fast nnd 
the confidentiality and rehab1lity of the system 1s high Proper <.lcph.l ment of the 
number and structure of the client-server system 
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Some of the other general ob.1cctl\ c~ Mc 
·1 he hope of placmg, 111 particular th" local medical center at par, if not better then 
the onlinc services provided b) their counterparts in other developed countries. In 
the wake of technology related services, medical centers can boast their grasp in this 
sector too by showing the determination of providing real - time information and 
better services at large. 
Avatlab1hty of clear, reliable and concise in formation for, 
Better patient cares 
2 I hgher standard of care where real - t11ne mul ti u'e' accc~~ cn,mc~ up to 
date mformat1on 
3 A more transparent infonnation system Ill which the detection of 1llcgal 
man1pulat1on of pat ient rccordc; would he mthc1 ca,1cr 
4 Reduction 111 appo111tmcnt delays 
5 B1llmg prnce~' and the msurance related pa' ment' \\1 11 be onhne 
documented and lec;s troublesome 
6 Up to date phan11aceut1cul related and relc' ant 111formnt1on 
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1.3 Scope 
The lntSI llS 1s maml} and almo.1 "nttrcl) n~'ut integrating existing modules to 
a mum system, \.\h1ch would rdatc dynam1call) to each other. Dynamic relates to the 
fact that dead-end pages will not exist. For example, an individual in the Patient 
Information System modulc1cn\>i ronmcnt would be able to access the Health Insurance 
In formation and Billing modulc/1,,nvironmcnt via their respective main pages. 
could be done wi thout the need of having to get to the main page of the !ntSHlS. 
The Integrated Smart I lcalth Care Information System (lntSI llS) '"'i ll he 
Jcveloixd a cord ing to the follm"'mg parameters 
To create a um form graph1ca: u~"r mtcrfa c (GU I) amongst ttll 1h · moJul ·s and 
the !,tandard11at1on of the usage of icon~ in order for the lntSI ltS to h ' ht~ to 
perform as one. 
/\ web-based interface \.\'Ould be de eloped with I rt ML coding nJ nut A ·p ~ 
the other modules so that It wouldn't be dependent on nn, 'c:"' c~ to enc n_ the 
main page and a\ a primary method of commun1cat1on bct\.\CCn the user and the A ·p 
pages of the other module~ l lcncc, commun1catmg '"Ith the dataha'e" of the other 
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Web site maintenance access and :\ :o.\'cltt\' d.ll :\h•\~\' "1\\ l'C prO\ 1ded lo allow the 
system administrator(s) 10 mo1Htor nnd upd uc the cm 1ronmcnt of all the modules. 
·1 he debate regarding the plnccment of the particular modules in one server or 
more to fac il itate the overall f unct10nality tn the e ent of a server breakdown and the 
availabi lity of other information w111 be answered. This is regarding whether one 
module would/should afTect the other modules in the event mentioned above. 
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1.4 Significance 
lly using the convcnt1onnl mnnunl S) stem to find our needed resource, process or 
adm in1 !-,trate the medical record. '"ll neither be co. t e!Tecti e nor time-effective and 
informative nowadays smcc all th1 require pace , time, and energy to handle the 
constan tly expanding olumc of data at an explosive rate. The demand for accurate 
and fast 1nfonnat1on is ever increasing in this era of k-economy. 
1 he quality and outcome of public user can be improved through the web - ba. cd 
system ensuring the accurate, relevant, structured and timely information is made 
accc s1ble to the appropnatc personal at all levels l·urthcrmorc, the wch h.~chnnlng_) 
ha-, been growmg aggressively to play a ~ 1gnificant role 111 the hu~rne~~ \\Orlu 
Therefore, this lntSI llS will quite dcfimtcl y be a con..,1dcrnblc and unponnnt ~ tcp w 
start off rnto crcatrng a wcb-ba!o,ed medical center mformat ion ~ ~tern 
/\s a pioneer in Malaysia, this pro,1ect 1s rather ~ 1 gndicant in creating thnt nc" 
adm1111strat1vc way of data managing and manipulation ·1 his 1s pcrhnp~ the mo t 
important t1111c to begin 1e..,carch and also improving foreign e\l \ ttng method~ nn<l 
algorithms of maintammg data and 111format1on within a data~c in a more prcc1 c 
and meaningful manner ·1 h1\ wi ll help to O(.)()\t and mu' he change thc "a~ 
Mulu \ l tlll mcd1cul center ~trulcgy work.., into a better and a more compct1t1 \c one 
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This is delinitcly together with th' tw1x- nf :>l,mc kH'l l,f tdl'n11:d1cme taking place, 
and the avenue for 1n1provemcnt 1s pr~s "nt 
t .5 Ex11cctcd outcome 
The summary of the expectation of the outcome is as below: 
An acceptable amount of response time when one requests for a web page from 
the server 
A user - friendl y manner will be used to report an error regarding data input 
errors after bcmg checked 
The database of the modules can be easily ups11.cd to more capable s stems 1f the 
need for increa1.,ed capab1ht1es and funct1on1., an-,e!l m the future 
Session object that 1s provided by llS wil l help track th · u\cr\ stntc nnd 
navigation now. 
Standard graphic user interface will be used across all wch pages and the multiple 
browser display will be sporting the amc interface too 
1 >11~ • I() 
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Simplicity will be the con~ tcntt11 ·toped"1th \IM.'r fucndlm~s~. 
I. /\ logical !low of sl!archmg "111 l~ \$ $11llpk and direct without much 
twin mg to cater nil lc\ds of tb~rs 111 pnrttculnr, lntemet amateurs. 
2 The a a1lab1ltt of . 1mplc search engines that aren't fancy and still 
deli crs 
Subscribed user wi ll be notified through e-mail upon any new event update. 
-.;. The availabil ity of a newsletter for the noti fication of latest update on e\ ent . 
activities and things pertaining the medical center. 
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2.0 Literature Review 
2. 1 Introduction 
' I he development phn. c of n particular ) tern can only be started once some 
accepted level of research and nnal) sis ha been done. The main objective is to acquire 
the basic and essential knowledge in order to be able to execute correct techniques and 
ways in the designing and implementation stages. 
An extensive research is done in some predetermined area that would include: 
For example, 
Web programming languages. 
Web servers. 
Web programming technologies 
Database\ 
Also regarding their connectivity with other systems, espccu11l " 1th the om:. 
that have a larger market share 
Wi thout doubt, the importance of a background re. earch on e'' ting ~ tems too 
can't be sidelined which 1s crucial for detenninmg the scope and cxtcnsl\ cncs\ of the 
project together with pro1cct planning 
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2.2 Research method 
Numerous methods ' ere used to :lcqu1re the relevant and appropriate 
information and also the proper e:\po. ure to existing online ites of medical centers and 
their scope of service. It has always been the ' ay to look at existing systems and then 
improvise on them. 
Discussion with experienced personnel on their views of data 
confidentiahty. 
Up to date information from the Internet keeping in view, the date the site 
was last updated. 
Ftnding the proper avenues at Un1 verstty Mnla o Med1cnl 'enter 
regardtng patient data, this 1s highly contidcnt1al 
Reading, learning and summari1.ing materials pcnatntng development 
tools for the project. 
2.3 Survey 
Much of the survey was done on foreign web sttes since there \\Usn't nn) s tern 
of the lntSI llS category tn Main sia It was mainh focused on the interface. tts 
tlcx1b1ltt and the features provided Comments on some of the rde\ant ''cb sit~ that 
wc1e v1'> 1tcd und h.:u111t ubout ure us follows 
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t. San .Jan J acinto Methodist llospitnl S~ sh"m 
{http·//www method1<;thcalth com/s rn.1nc1ntn llllk,) 
This site stores their mformu11on tn HTML. This makes updates and 
modifications troublesome to perfom1 because data is inserted into a HTML file 
instead of implementing a server like the SQL erver. The site is rather slow. This 
must be because there is a lot of information on single page itself. The lack of 
proper data management is evident and it proves the importance of it. Therefore, it 
makes downloading time much longer. 
2. Cape Fear Valley Health ystem 
(http //www capcfearvally.com/hnk htm) 
This site's layout 1s JUSI too plain It wouldn't captivate the infonnnllon seeker 
and shows not much thought have been put to designing 11 Although the goal might 
have been to decrease do\vnloading time tremendously, hut o ccrtnm lc\cl of 
creat1v1ty should be present and not compromised with The search cntcnn too 1s 
quite limited to a certain function<; only 
Pllltt 111 
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3. Saint Barnabas llcnlth C'nn.· Systt·m 
(http://www.saintbarnnhns.com/) 
The first thing the user hns to do hn.s nothing to do with the probable reason of 
him surfing this page I he u~cr 1 reqmred to till up some personal details before 
any further searching or surfing can be done. This could be summed up as time 
wasting as one has to wai t for the pages to load and clear these few obstacles before 
being in the actual environment. The relevant functions encountered here are the 
health care provider locater and the Calendar of Events, which has been achtc\ cd b~ 
the other present modules The flaw would be the inability of accessing patient 
information by the health care provider. ·1 hrough interviews and discussion. l did 
lind this subject to be that of a controversy with confl1ctrng views The health cut\! 
center has to decide on this based on their governing rule\, con\ t1tut1on nnll ethic~ 
5. Mcdpcarl (Nashville, Tcnncsse) 
(http://www.medpcarl com) 
This secure and proven ~ystcm 1s currently handling over u m1ll1on patient! data 
'I his site provides the fac1ltty for the patient and phy. 1cian to log 1n l hercfore. 
onltne update or data 1s made po siblc Med pearl can literary ~ve "' e~ n. 1t grants 
access to H .. -cord\ pa1t1culuil mun cmcrgcnc Acee..,.., 1\ granted to mcc.hc~\I detail-.. 
1'11~· I ~ 
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from any part of the world been use tt's a \\ l.'h-b:t~l"d :'l't \ll'I.' fot chntcal and financial 
work now 
Data integrity 1s taken care of h) tlllo\\ mg onl) doctors to update the relevant 
clinical data I .ab tcchn1ctans and nurse. do not ha\'e acce s to them. 
4. Baylor Health ystcm 
(http://www.baylorhealth.com) 
As usual, the drawback is highlighted. In this case, it's the fact that the site 
doesn't display any news or events and the health care provider has no accc,. to 
patient's records It 1s a good site though, with heavy graphics, which 1nl.! 1tnbl) 
caused the downloading time to slowdown ·1 he ~carch engine p1od11ce~ good rc~uh:­
wllh proper and relevant data, which 1s because they arc very informn11ve 
The health care provider section of this module ncl.!ds much fflOfc nttcntion 
Neither is the physicians' consultation tune provided nor docs the health care 
provider any access to patients' records 
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2.4 Survcy's summHry 
/\Iler much surfing and op1111on scd .. tng, 1t ts mth ·r true that there is yet to be a 
profound web-based health . _ ~tcm that . pectnltLe~ m various fields especially by the 
ones that have been provided b the module in the lntSHIS in Malaysia. More 
features that are new need to be added to improve and support the dynamic 
interaction between users and the web server. It has to be powerful yet high with 
dynamic mteraction, informative and with a simple search engine. 
Those sites that managed to measure up somewhere in this pcrspccti c were the 
ones that present information that are too general, limited and static. These sttcs 
hardly do users any good for those who search ~pcctfically for more ~pc ·1 tic me he \l 
information. The ruutmg to the specified page 1-; too long A user ho\ to m l"-.e n fc\\ 
clicks in order to be able to enter a particular page Some of the ~ate~ do not e'en 
post confirmation pop-ups, which would render the sites to be user-f11endl1cr I hc~c 
sites, unknowingly limit themselves to being JUSt a mere mdm~ct advertisement for 
the particular medical center an a d1 ffcrcnt avenue 
Bearing all this m mind, it's important to develop a system that o ercomcs all th1 . 
shortcomings and i nconvcn 1cnce~ to an acceptable and tang1hlc c'tcnt I he 
rcanvcnt1on of the ~ .,tcm ,., mthcr t11ncly and \\>Ould be accepted '"'th much 
ant 1c1 put mn 
l111~t ' ' 
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2.5 Software Ocvclopmt>nt Tools 
2.5.1 Scripting hrnguagcs 
Scripling languages pro 1dc quite man dynamic capabi lities. Scripting was 
introduced since Internet Explorer V.3 and in Net cape Navigator since V.2. The main 
difference between programming languages (PL) and scripting languages (SL) is that the 
rules governing the areas are less rigid with (SL) compared to (PL). This refers to syntax 
and rules of scripting too. 
cnpting can be d1 v1ded into two types: 
Server side sen pting 
Client side scripting 
2.5. l. l Server side scripting 
The web server interprets the server side scripting A few or thc~c technolog1c 
that arc ava ilable arc ASP and CG I 
The following arc the advantages 
I. It become~ brow..,cr independent 
2 l.oad111g I unc 1s shortened 
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3. Security is improvised ·1 his 1 ~ bccn11Sl' tlw l' ''1.k 1~ not '1s1hlc (' 1c"able) from 
the browser 
Active Server Pnge (ASP) 
ASP is useful because it is brO\vser independent Microsoft technology. ft doesn't 
matter i f the user is using Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator or NCSA Mosaic, the 
A SP codes can generate llTM L. Should here be specific di fferences amongst the 
different web browsers, which we would like to exploit too, information regarding the 
browser type can be obtained from llS and it is possible to generate a different llT MI 
page for each of the type recognl/.ed earl 1er. 
It contains a set of instructions that arc processed hy llS on the wch scr\l!t In 
most cases, the ASP code returns the result or the server side proccsstng h d nnm1cnlh 
generating a I ITML page. The combination of scripting language, p1ogrummnt1c 
accesses to ActivcX components and the abil ity to generate I rt Ml on the fl ) mn"-cs 
ASP a powerful technology for building dynamic web sites It suppons, supplies 
scriptmg engines for VBScnpt and JavaScript 
It works by allowing the developer the funcuonahty of a programming language 
·1 hu-.,, the developer l'i able to ' rite u programmtng code that '"111 generate n 111 Ml 
page succcss l'ull ulhc1t dy11um1cully Thercrorc, when n u\cr rcquc\ lS for an ASP page 
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from a particular web site, the server would pmc~ss the:! ASP cod~ nt that time. This 
processing generates HTML, which is sub.equ<!ntl) passed to the browser and used to 
create the web page itself. This prove thnt A P gc!nerated content is compatible with 
standard, current browsers. 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
CG I is a web server scripting standard. It's not a program or script but a 
mechanism for managing interaction between the web server and the browser. In the 
past, most CG I programs were actually script files written in scripting languages like 
Perl. Now, scripts can be executable programs, such as scripts in C and Visual Basic. 
However, CGI does have some disadvantages. The major one is thnt 1t adds an 
extra level to the browser-server model of interaction. It's necessary to run n CG l 
program to create the dynamic page, which would be sent back to the server. Moreover, 
many programming languages do not manipulate the receiving and transmitting of CG l 
codes. 
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2.5.1.2 C lient side scri1>ting 
As stated earlier, the server stdc s ripting is handled by the web server. ln this 
case, client side scripting denotes to the fact that the cript is interpreted by the browser. 
The popular names that one hears regarding this are VBScript, JavaScript and Java. 
The following are the advantages: 
l. As the script is interpreted by the browser, the following are achieved: 
Reduction in web server workload Quicker response time 
Ftg,ure 2.0: The advantaxes of Cltent :ode .vcnplm>f. 
Java 
The most common and popular form of using Java ts using the code to fonn 
applets, which are capable of running within the browser envtronment. It is al o a cro s 
platfonn language in developing applications. Microsoft's Internet 1:-.xplorer and 
Netscape's browsers both have built in support for Java 
It offer better functionality compared to scriptmg languages file handling and 
graphics function ' ore much better laid out together with better ccunty ba ed on the 
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sandbox idea its applets run in. This pre cnts U\)Uhtful pm~nuns fmm doing damage to 
the environment it's operating in 
Java cript 
This scripting language is synonymous with Netscape. The development of this 
language is quite interesting. Its original name was to be LiveScript. Due to the 
popularity of Java, Netscape had collaborated with Sun Microsystems during the 
development of LiveScript and had borrowed a number of structures from Java's synta."X. 
Thus, its name changed from LiveScript to JavaScript. 
It is idcaJ for validating user input and making sure that data entered h u. er. 1. 
valid. JavaScript has the ability to maneuver various browser objects and is intclhgcnt\ 
used for bandwidth conservation. It also supports d1strihutcd processmg by cnnbltng 
various tasks to be performed on the client rather than on the server. Therefore, this 
shows that it is less sophisticated and relatively simpler to learn yet powerful enough to 
be truly useful. Surprisingly, many of the statements are remarkably natural m its 
tenninology and structure. 
Many brow ers including Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer supports this 
script that hns o record proven clTcct on the web cngmcenng arena. 
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VBScript 
One of Microson Visual Basie's mo. t popular scripting languages is VBScript, 
which is compatible \vith Visual basic for Applications. This language communicates 
with host applications using ActiveX scripting. The plus point of ActiveX scripting is 
that other host applications and browsers too do not require special integration code for 
each scripting component. 
Environments like Microsoft lntemet Explorer, above version 3.0 and Microsoft 
Internet lnfonnation Explorer version 3.0 allows active VBScript scripting. Thus. it 
proven that among the main features of this script is its abi lity in providing automatton. 
customization and scripting capabilities for Web browsers. 
The fact that only Internet Explorer supports this scripting language can quite 
easily be rectified with the aid of a propriety add-in. 
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2.~.2 Microsoft Visual lnterdcv 6 
This program provides an integrated environment that brings together a number 
of technologies that would work together in pursuit of one common goal, that is the 
building of a robust and dynamic application for the web. 
Visual lnterdev provides a robust and rich set of visual database tools to enhance 
productivity with an immediate effect. Either the major ODBC compliant databases on 
the server or the desktop is supported well by this software. This is because databa e 
integration is vital to practically any application. 
By default , it supports the use of some types of scripts like Jscnpt and VB cnpt 
Given that the appropriate scripting engine for the language 1s avnilahlc, o . cnptmg 
language like PerlScript can be used for project development. Visual lntertle pro 1dc. 
the capability of server side and client side script. 
The main object oriented technologies that exist for developing web ba ed 
applications like ActiveX controls and Java applets arc supported by the program. Using 
script codes that are transformed to scriplets that are object-based functions within a 
Visual lnterdev project ts possible. Custom ActiveX controls and the use of third pany 
ActiveX controls arc supported too. 
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Visual lnterdcv 6 enables a s1ngk <lt:\dt)\)CI h' "'Hk. rnd test parts of a project 
against local web server without ha mg to mtcrfore "1th the team. then ynchronise and 
deploy changes the !>hared Maste1 Wch Sen er Addmonnl \\eb site connections can be 
done without add1llonal programming. On the other hand, Query Builder permits 
developers to visually construct comple:-- QL ~atements against any ODBC database. 
Moreover, any query can be tested in the live test pane before being used in the Web 
page. 
2.5.3 Perl 
Perl has now become the language of choice across all platfonns for 
programmers engaged in numerous actions like rapid prototyping. ~ ~ lcm ut1ht1c~. 
software tools, database access and World Wide Web programming 
Most written programs arc written in Perl. 1 he spccrnlty of this progrnm 1s thnt 11 
works on difTercnt platforms and systems. Thus, 11 1s also known as the 'glue' language 
Therefore. it is popular with sy~tcm administrators who use 1t for an inlinttc num~r of 
automation tasks. It ha its rooLs in UN IX, Macintosh, OS/2, Amiga and other operating 
systems too Perl programs arc highly portable aero. s s stem. as 1t 1. an interpreted 
language As there isn't a great deal of overheads, n 1s possible to complete a ta.,i... at a 
bltstenng speed ·1 hercforc, 1t lends 1t~clf to fo\t development Smee It ' ' comp1k<l ut 
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real-time, there is no need for a comp1k1 nnd lmkc1 It '~ n gn .. '•\l \\t\~ to do many small 
ad-hoc tasks fast 
I lowcvcr, problems arc very like\ to occur. Run-time compiled code is never as 
fast, as thi n or as scalable as compiled code. The lack of a structured development 
environment can lead to obscure, non-archi ed, poorly structured and minimally 
documented programs. 
There is no doubt in the abi lity of Perl as a programm ing language. It is a ery 
creative of thinking about anything, which makes it more than just a programming 
language. 
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2.6 Relational dahabasc 
/\ database quite s1mpl hous ~ . mfomintton thnt is connected to a particular 
application. It con be liken to the uh1quitou. filing . y tern in any conventional office. 
Currently, numerous relational databa e are used in various fields and departments. 
Visual FoxPro, Microsoft QL crvcr 7.0 and Microsoft Access 97 just to name a few. 
2.6. l Microsoft QL Server 7.0 
The above-mentioned nonprocedural language supports manipulation, definit ion. 
and control of data tn relational database management systems. It can onl he u~cd for 
handling databases. Therefore, it's a special purpose language /\ ppl1cnt1on" "1th n 
general purpose cannot be wri tten with it SQL 1c; u-;ually embedded 111 som1.: other 
language, which gave tl its mcknamc, a data suh language It 1~ nonprocedural because 
it just specifics what has to be done. There 1s no mention of how 11 should he nch1c\ cd 
SQL is always only concerned about results and not procedures 
The one very fundamental thing 1s the fact 11 pro 1de~ acces~ to rclatmnal 
databases. One might thing iL'i synonymous but in fact they arc not SQL crver 7 0 has 
many mno atton-, /\mong other~ 
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A dynamic self-management and n"' k\t'l h'l'ktng 
SQI. Server desktop 
A wide array of rcphcntton optmn$ 
Scalable 111 many ways. 
Microsoft Repository. 
Integration with Microsoft Office 2000 and Microsoft Visual Studio. Easy to 
be integrated with most Microsoft related products. 
Microsoft English Query. 
All these innovations make the SQL Server 2000 rather high on sculab11tt nnd 
superb in data warehousing. Organizations that run on Offi ce 2000 in part1culnr !-hould 
take advantage of new ways in which both the above can be rntcgrntcd to achieve grl.!ntcr 
heights in data administration. 
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2.6.2 Oracle 
This is a relational database munngcnicnt s 1stcm nnd h 1s ml\n) functions in many areas, 
and has proven 1tscl r a h1ghl rcltnhk . ) . tem Among the advantages otTered by the 
system's architectu re arc. 
Conncctibility 
It allows computers and operating systems of different types to work under different 
networks. 
Database integrity 
Oracle enforces data integrity, the 'rules' that dictate the standards or accepting data 
Read consistency 
It is read consistent in the fo llowing way. 
• Data can be updated without having to take into cons1tlernt1on whcthl.!r nnothcr 
person is reading it. In this way, it can make sure that wrtters of the database ' 
data do not have to wait for readers of the same data 
• It makes sure that readers of the database data do not need to wall for another 
reader or the same data ·1 hat means two or more concurrent reading can happen 
• The set or data ecn at a single point of time will change dunng transaction 
C\CClltton 
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• The only wai t in data access 1s that 1f n "Tiie 1:; '''-'l'Uttng tc.l \ particular row of 
data e.g. age 40- 100, then unoth ~ 1 dt\tn ldm1nistmtor "ould ha c to wait for it to 
be completed before the ~ame f<)\\ cnn he updntcd 
High reliability and controlled availability 
At most work sites, Oracle is capable of v•orking 24 hours a day with no down time. 
The administrator can disallow the use of a particular application in order for it to be 
reloaded, without having an affect on other appl ications. 
Manageable security 
It provides fai l-safe security features to limit together with monitoring data access 
Indust ry standards 
Oracle fulfills and surpasses many standards set by various concerned bodies Arnong 
them arc: 
• For system management, Oracle supports the Simple Network Management Protocol 
{SNMP) standard Due to this fact, heterogeneous s stems can be managed '"'th a ~mglc 
administrative interface. 
• It's I 00 °.o compliant with ent ry level of AN SI/I 0 SQL 92 standard b The U 
National ln<;t1tutc of Standards and ·1 echnology 
• Fulfi lls US Government's FIPS I 27-2 standard 
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• Compliant with the Orange Hool-. s~curtt\ l't llcrn\ ntkr being I.!\ nluatcd by U.S. 
Government's National Computers •cunt l' ' nttcr l L'S ') 
2.6.3 M icrosofl Access 97 
Microsoft estimated that currently 12 mill ion people use the software that is one 
of the best selling relational database packages for Windows on the market. In this 
context, all the data is stored in a compilation of tables, forms, queries, reports and other 
objects. 
One has to remember that Access is a desktop database package It 1s not ftur to 
compare 1t wi th other much supenor programs ac; the one~ explained hefon: th1 ~ I ho~\.! 
databases have engines that arc much more powerful in terms or mull1-uscr cnpah1ltt1c. 
and of course, speed It would only be fair to compare Acee~~ with the onc~ 111 tt ~ cln~~ 
Therefore, it does not provide good performance when run across a network und' hen a 
number of users would like to util i1.e it at onc1c 
But, its pcrfonnancc capab1l1t1e arc quite good tf one remembers that 1t'~ u cd a~ 
a desktop database with ltmtted multi-user capabtltlle. h integrate\ \\Cll \\Ith other 
Microsoft packages ltke Window as the operating sy tern and Office as the appltcntton 
base ·1 his ts the huge ndvuntage 11 ha" agam~t other pad.age~ hccau\c the prohabtltt) 
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that one is using a Microsofi product ts \CC) g1(':lt . \t'\."t'~$ t$ rn:h tn feature. and data 
transfer between Access and other ()t1ic ' comp1oncnts 1s rdatl\cly simple. 
Its user friendl y nature mn~cs 1t quttc \ helpful tool m decision making where a 
particular data search needs to be quick and the result has to be effective. User can ad~ 
delete or rearrange fields in the table structure. The properties sheet of a field allows one 
to control how the data should be entered into a table. 
Access provides two different modes: 
ETU Menu driven interface Program mode 
Figure 2. 1: /'wo dif erent mode.\ of M1t·m .w/1 An'<' ' ·' 
In the ETU (Easy to use) menu driven tnterface, om: 1 ~ ollowcd to issue 
commands. This is done without the in depth understanding of Access 
1 lowever, the program mode lets users store mstrucllons in a Visual Baste 
program file and thereafter execute all of thenn wtth one command Un
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2.7 Web Servers 
2. 7. I Microsoft Personal W cb Sen l'r ( P\: S) 
Microsoft 's Personal Web en er ,, the ca led down version of internet 
Information Server (ll S), which 1s included with the server edition of Microsoft 
Windows NT. This great web server implifies the process of publishing, serve personal 
web sites and to share documents via a local lmtranet. It has features that stresses on the 
clients' ease of use. 
To get up and running quickly, the best: way is to administer PWS. U crs can me 
the fam iliar Internet Explorer interface to browse around, share directories, 'tC\\ \\Cb 
site statistics together with the ability to start and stop servers W11ards arc present to 
guide users wi th the settmg up web sites procc:ss and sharing tiles 
The user is allowed to check out validity applications, scripts, links and ensure. 
the proper functionality of the site's overall! organ11at1 on ·1 hcrefore, 11 sen cs as a 
platform for testing out web sites before hostling them on the Internet Once the site 1 
ready and complete, the user can either contunue using the PWS or ut1l11c the M1cro\ol1 
Front Page to transfer the web site to II (Internet lnfonnat1 on Server) Although 
Micro oft front page ts bought separately, the ll S and PWS come together tn a pack a 
part of the freely downloadable Windows NT 4 0 Option Pack 
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There arc some differences l ct\\ ccn the tlS md P\\ S though A tatcd earlier, 
PWS 1s the scaled down version of th ' llS l'hus, 1t \\Ould definitely lack in some 
aspects like tools, capab1lit1cs and feature .. lt doe lack the ad anced features found on 
I IS like the Index Server, Microsofi ite erver Express Tools and Certificate Server. 
On the contrary, II does support ASP coding, script debugging and the Internet 
Service Manager, which is a comprehensive tool used in HS as part of the Microsoft 
Management Console Moreover, its ability in developing transactional Web 
applications using the Microsoft Transaction Server is also presented. Usually the 
difference of usage between the llS and PWS wi ll be d1 v1ded according to the usage nnd 
complexity required The distinction in the chc:>icc 1s shown below 
ll S 
Large enterrrises 
Individuals & small orgam1..at1 ons 
----needing to host own web sites PW 
/ ·1}!_11re 2.3: l>l\/111('/1<111 of dunce hetwee11 /IS ond J>WS 
l'n~. l4 
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2.7.2 Internet Information Sen•er (HS) 
llS IS the largest or the 1\\0 web SCf\t!rS a\atlable from Microsoft and it is the 
only World Wide Web server that 1s tight\) imegrated with the Microsoft Windows NT I 
2000 operating system. It provides the abi lity to provide services, not only for web 
pages, but a im for FTP sites i.e. the ability to transfer whole files from one site to 
another, NNT? services, which are newsgroup services together with audio and video 
services. 
llS includes security features and prc1m1ses that 1t 1s easy to install lt ''orks 
relatively clo~e with Microsoft Transaction Server in order to be able to access dntnhn~e~ 
and in providing control at the transaction level. M1crosot\'s Nctshow which dcll\crs 
audio and video streaming, delays and lives works together with 11 too 
The security features arc up to date: and easy to install In add1t1on to the 
Windows N·r I 2000 security features, one 1:::an ct Read only or Fxccutc on! '1rtual 
directories by using the Internet Service Manager. The llS abo support~ rmn. port 
Layer Sccurny and Digest Authcnt1cat1on, which arc two examples of the nc\\ sccunt) 
protocols. The security helps in protecting the computer and its resource b requmng 
user acc•·)unt< d d 
' ~ an passwor s ·1 he ndmin1strato1 can control access to computer 
rcso 
urccs by l 11rnt111g the user rights to these uccounts 
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I IS also provides a \ n 111 \\ hich n pmtil'lll u IP addr~ss can be barred from 
having access to the system H's governing. Moremer, 1t support the ecure Sockets 
Layer {SSL) protocol too This cnicienth . ecure. data transmission between servers 
and clients. 
One of the most important areas of focus of llS is in its abi lity to provide 
powerful access control functionality for Web access to files for applications on the 
server. This includes a built in search engine, rich logfile, analysis tools and for 
dynamic motion capabilities, its streaming multimedia capabilities. 
l lowcvcr, ll S needs to be run on a large machine. It lacks collahomtiH! 
computing components, messaging and object store 
The question regarding the usage of a single server to run the llS or multiple 
servers to do the job needs much research. This 1s because of the availab1ht of 5 
difTercnt modules which need to be integrated. The choices arc as below 
Option I 
Availabi lity of 5 difTcrcnt servers that house 1 module each Thus, should one Cf'\icr be 
down, only one module would be temporarily unavailable I he rest ''ould be a\atlablc 
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Option 2. 
A ll the modules operate from one server 1tsdf fhts \\Ould prove to be more cost 
effecti ve and less of a configuration problem. 
2.7.3 Netscape Enterprise erver 
T his web server supports Oracle, Java, and lnformix and is also capable in 
converting .pdf files to I ITML files. It has a direct link to a DBMS and automatic 
directory tree. The Netscape Enterprise server can run either in an UNIX environment 
or in a Windows based environment 
This commercial web server is one of the most expensive one m the mnrket to 
date. It provides multiple database connections, persistent trnns11ct1 ons Dnd stored 
procedures. It uses the standard NCSA log format, has built in image maps (NCSA) and 
is compatible with the CGI interface. 
2.7.4 Apache 1.3 
This UNIX based web ·erver 1s available wtthout any cost I losting multtple IP 
addresses on an Apache server 1s easily executed with little conligumt1on l ht\ \Ofl\\ tlfc 
can be obtained on the Internet together with llhe complete module and core source code 
Pu~c ,17 
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This can then be modified to suit the nppltc:lhk s1t1HH1on m: ·ordmg to the developers 
needs. 
It is one of the fastest servers ava1lablie but must be set up and maintained by 
editing the configuration lites. Apache allow for authentication based on user ID and 
password and can prohibit access from specific domain names and IP addresses. lt 
offers multiple methods from which customization of error messages and the capability 
to customize other key needs e.g. text responses: and local and external URL redirection. 
l lowever, an allowance for the usage of graphical user interface is not available. 
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2.8 ecurity Management 
Stringent safety regulations should be n1pplied to a -) tern that is of the Integrated 
Smart 1 lealth Care Systems nature. Tht. L becau e data that is posted and kept within 
the precincts of this system arc very sensitive and personal, especially regarding 
payment information and disease infonnation together with the diagnosis reports. 
The security could be divided to three fieatures: 
Integri ty of the system must be guaranteed. 
Authorized users must be able to perform whatever they arc required to do. 
1 he system must always be available at users wish albeit dependent ot th ' le\ cl of 
use. 
1 lence, the complete security strategy would include deterrence, protection, 
response measures and detection. An cxampl1e of a step towards this dm.!ct1on \\Ould be 
to hide the URL (Uniform Resource Location). This would mean that all sub. equcnt 
pages after the main page where the log in 1s required would have the 1dcnttcal URL as 
the main page where the log in took place 
l'n c W 
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The Internet is an abundant suppl) of rnti.,mt \Ill Ht that 1s 'en U) nam1c in nature 
and constantly evolving Evolution means th tlt dan ts sent aero:. the line so that the 
required changes can tal..c effect I he dntn (me. :mgc) thnt t. trnn mittcd over the line 
can be intercepted at any time by people who ha\e an intention and a motive in doing so. 
Therefore, efforts should be directed at securin,g the message itself. Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL) provides just that particular kind of protection. 
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2.8.1 ccurc Socket Layer (SSL) 
SSL was designed hy Nctscupc us n non-propnetlf) protocol It was built upon 
private key encryption tcchnolog For nn~ l'l'P lP connect1on. S ' L pro ides: 
M essage integrity 
au thentication 
Data encryption Server authentication 
F1~11re 2 . ./: Among the proviswn given by SS/, 
Client 
It uses the TCP/IP on behalf of the higher-level protocols, and in the proce~ 
allows an SSL enabled server to authenticate i tself to an SSL enabled client, allows the 
client to authenticate itself to the server, and allows both machines to estnhh. h an 
encrypted connection 
SSL client authentication 
This allows the server to confirm a us:cr's identi ty. Using the same techniques 
used for server authentication, SSL enabled sever so ftware can chcd. that n client's 
certificate and public ID arc valid and have ~een issued by a centlicatc authont (CA) 
listed in the server's list or trusted CA's. This confirmation 1s 11nportant part1cularl) 1f 
the server that' sending mfonnation happens to be a banl..'s, which 1s sending confidcnt1aJ 
financial 111format1on to a customer and wants no checi.. the rec1p1ent's 1dcntll) 
Pn~c41 1 
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SSL server authentication 
1 lere, a user gets to conlimi !l server's 1dcnttt) SSl enabled client software can 
use standard techmqucs of public kc) Cf') ptogmph) to check that a server's certificate 
and public II ) arc valid and have been issued b ' a certificate authority (CA) listed in the 
client's list of trusted CA's. This confirmation might be important if the user, is sending 
a credit card number over the network and "vants to check the receiving server's identity, 
as an example. 
Encrypted SSL connection refers to the fact that all information that is sent between 
across a client and a server should be encrypted by the sending software and dccf') pted 
by the receiving software, thus providing a high degree of confidcntiaht) 
Confidentiality is important for both parties in any private transaction Morcmcr. all 
data that is sent over an encrypted SSL conrncction 1s protected by a mccham. m for 
damage tampering. This means that it would be able to automat1ca lly detcrm111c 1f the 
data has been altered by nature in transit. 
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2.8.2 Digital certifica tes 
Also dubbed as an electronic credit card, n d1g1tal ccrtalicate can establish ones 
crcdcntaals when doing business or other tran. n t10n. over the World Wide Web. The 
CA, which issues the digital certi licatc, is a trusted third party that does it to subscribers; 
by biding their identities to the key pairs they use to digitally sign electronic 
communications. 
Expiration dates, a serial number, the name of the subscriber, a copy of the 
certificate holder's public key and the digital signature of the certificate arc among the 
features contained in a digital certificate. The certificate holder's public key 1s u.cd for 
encrypting and decrypting messages and digital signatures whereas the d1g1tul s 1 gnutur~ 
of the certificate is the issuing authority in ord1cr for the rcc1p1cnt to be uhlc in \ Crtf mg 
the validity of the certificate 
There is a standard to which most of the digital cert ificates confonn to, the 
X.509. Examples of CA's arc Thawte and the more popular Ven Sign X 509 1s the most 
widely used standard for digital certificates, amd as used to implement SSL . ccunt m 
both, Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator 
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3.0 Methodology 
3.1 Development models 
Many models exist in today's development arena. For example, the RAD Model, 
Spiral Model, Incremental Development Miodel, DOD Model, Rapid Throwaway 
Prototype Model, Waterfall Model and Prototyping are a few of the many models 
avai lable for guidance during developing a particular system or item. 
For the development of this system, the strategy that will be administered will be 
not one, but a combination of two models, which arc the Waterfall Model that will be 
complemented wi th l'rotolypmg. This is so that the strcnbrth of both the models can be 
tapped in a combination that will be useful in aiccurate and 11mcsavmg de clopmcnt 
Prototyping will be done in the earlier stages of the development where 
uncertainties run high in user requirements areas in particular. 'I he protot. pc will help 
in examining and decision-making regarding the compa11b1hty and appropriateness of a 
particular module or sub section for the fini shed product Kc. rcqu1rcmcnt5 arc 
developed to test the consistency, practicality and fcas1b1hty In . hort, protot ping 1 
useful for validation and verification. 
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The wa terfall modd is useful 111 present mg .1 htgh k' cl ''~" or what goes on 
during system development together with the scqucnc~ of t: \ cnt · that arc likely to be 
encountered. Using 1h1s model, re\ tC\\ S of enrh phnsc of development can be 
accomplished. It allows spcciticat1ons to be altered should unforeseen discrepancies 
occur as development stans and progre. es. The advantages that were offered by th is 
model are: 
A wet I documented process. 
Standardization occurs. 
The process can be tai lored to meet the speci fic yet possibly changing needs of an) 
appl ication. 
Document content and review criteria are well defined 
There arc some disadvantages though. 
The formal involvement of operators and users is not present. 
It is figured to be incompatible wi th Expcn Systems (ES) 
It might just prove to be expensive. 
The paradigm fails to recognise the 1terat1 ve and concurrent nature of the procc. 
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Most of the abovc-mcnt 1oncd d1snlh nntngl's ~an hl' counter nctcd upon u ing of 
the prototype. Being web based. the onl possublt! thmg to be shared by each module of 
the Smart I lealth Care lnfomrntton s_. tem \\ould be the database. Because the database 
is the core component of the complete system,. ex1ra care needs to be taken to design a 
well thought out database which wi ll be efficient in handling of requests from all the 
modules attached and integrated. 
Below is the graphical model of the inte:raction between the two proposed 
development model~ . 
I R~~ ·1· 
• l &ystwn O.aign 
1 
I Unol & lnteor-tiOl'I I 
TtHltnQ 
l 8YtWn T " llr"9 L_y=r- I TntJnO 
..-11.~-.---., 
hµ.11n• 3.0: /'/t(' Wutalall Model with l'mt<>f\'l""~ 
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3.2 Software development tools 
3.2.1 Microsoft Visual lnterOcv 6.0 (VI) 
VI comes as pa rt of the V1suol tud10, Micro. oft' uite for programming tools. 
It has a graphical envi ronment that allows users to create ASP's. A whole range of 
1 ITML tags and an attribute together ·with a full ! set of tools and the allowance of using 
Jscript or YBScript comes along wi th VI. 
It also boasts strong links with SQL Server, which would ease the sett ing up of 
databases wi th a combination of ASP and SQL Server. 
3.2.2 Macromedia Oreamweaver 
Drcamwcaver handles building I ITML J.2 componenls well , like most gmph1cnl 
tools, but it also docs substantially more. It supports Netscape plug-tn!\, Act I\ eX 
controls and Java Applets. 
Dynamic 1 ITML effects arc created for both the 4.0 browsers and pcnn1t the user 
to do it without coding. Its JUSt like what Microsofi h ont Page docs for I rT Ml codmg. 
It's created m an environment where coding is not required but effects arc there. Al o 
known as DI ITML, this code generation 1s automatic, all the u er has to do 1 to 
manipulate the CSS-P layer properties to create animation Wlth a graphical t1mehne, 
somcthtng rather s1milur to Mucromedia 01rcctc.>r 
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3.2.3 Evrsoft I st Page 2000 
Evrsofl automatically build ntl\ 1got1on hat'$ th ll mcludc spt,-cilicd groups of 
pages. It gives ult1ma1e in pm er, tkx1h1ht) nnd ~m~c in creating and managing the 
particular wch site. 
At the menu itself, one has the choice: of beginning in various environments. 
Namely easy, expert, hardcore or normal. It begins in a start up page in which the user 
can do a number of things before documentinE: the actual document. For example, the 
teach me HTML icon, references for SSI, CSS, Java Script and other common question~ 
at the click of another icon and for the seasoned user, he might just jump straightawa at 
start creat 111g weh paJ!.e.\. 
It is very versatile and has a load of scnpts ready to be used, which includes 
VBScripts, Java Scripts and 1)1 ITML codes. 1 hus, the user needs J U~ t modcrntc 
expertise in the usage of ActiveX, Java applets :and Java Scripts. 
Note - Duri11g proposal: 'll11s prop, ram will he irn ed out /tr.\ I to see ' '·' effect n·ene.'·' 111 cm 
envmmment hased on Wmdows. Should 11 1101 perform us expected, the M1crmo/i I· rmu 
l'lll!,C! 2000 will he 1111/tsed 111steucl. 
Note - During implementation: Hoth the uhove mentumed proxrum' ~· ere not med. 
msteod the Alac:romedw l>rcam·weavcr we/\ 11sc:cl m 11 J.!em•rote' much le"er ( ocll' 1111\ 
ww .\'t!('lf d11r111µ, the developme111 process itself 
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3.2.4 Active Server Page 
ASP is chosen because 11 crcntcs d, rnrn11c dam It contnm. a set of instructions 
that arc processed by llS on the \\Ch scnct rhe ASP co.le return the results of the 
server side processing by dynamicall generatmg a HTML document. 
The abi l ity to generate HTML on the fly , programmatic access to ActiveX 
components and the combination of scripting lamguages undoubtedly make ASP a 
powerful yet versatile tool for dynamic web page building. 
3.2.5 VB cript 
It is the default language of ASP. It is implemented fast and as a portable 
interpreter for use in web browsers with appl ications that use Java applctl'>, Act1vcX 
controls and OLE Automation servers. 
One of the most conspicuous upper hand that VBScript has is that Its abil1t. in 
bringing active scripting to a wide choice of environments This would include Web 
client scripting in Microsoft Internet Explorer V' 3.0 and Web server scnptmg in 
Microsoft Internet information Server V 3.0. This proves its compat1b1hty with the 
system that would integrate later. 
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"le'> Sf'tH t 
r.; • ., h.t;( 
c.·oru1r. ,,\ 1 •• 
'. ·:i ( 1l)BC:. 
Mo · PoP"•b c 
platform. \ll\l 4- 1''\i' 
t\a '"r I n ( )i>\ r IOI\ r 
'l'ahle 3.0: A c:ompan.wm hetween A.\'/', ./SI' mu/ ( '( i i v 111 J1cr/ 
3.2.6 ummary 
Visual lntcrdcv was chosen as the ASP editing tools. Integrated web .erver, 
Single object store, well balanced adoption or ActiveX and Java and a programmable 
~rchi tccture makes it a good choice for web developers The other programs would be 
llscd to provide miniature templates of a particular interactive graphic Micro oft Visual 
l~asic 6 0 will be used to create GU l's a~ it' s very popular as a protot ping tool and 1 
t-clatively easy to lcurn. 
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3.3 Server choice 
3.3.1 Microsoft Internet Information St'r Vt'r (HS) 
The guarantee the nctwor"- ndm1111stm1nr nnd application developer gets on 
security, networking and administration functionality b 11 is ju t what is required. US 
integrates well with Micro. oft Window. Directory ervices. IIS is also familiar with 
Windows functionali ty and tools. 
FEATURE T llS !:> 0 I NETSCAPE - --;pACHE ,-;-1 ENTERPRISE SERVER 301 
Internet Services 
Integrated SM rP support I Yes 
1 
Integrated NNTP support - --+-I Yes __ _ l Requires add-on Requites add-on 
1 Yea ~TTP ,_ 1 comph_e_n' ____ --LYoa I Setup and Adm1n1strat1on 
Set\Jp Wizard TYes ---rNo 
Unettended Sotup Yos - I No 
r Teak-based adminlatret1on ~ Yes No 
I Administer mult1plo Web 5 rvers r Yet No 
from any blOWHr 
Conf1gurat1()('1 backup llfld restoro Yes 
Monitor multiple host mactllnes Yea 
stmultaneously 
YH 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
t 
No 
No 
'l'ahle 3.1: A companson o/servers and their capuht!111es 
llS has built-in capabili ties to help administer secure Web site and to de clop 
and deploy server-intensive Web applications like the lntSI II . Its integration with other 
Microsof1 tools such as Microsoft Message Queue, Visual lnterdev and Micro oft 
Transaction erver is very well accepted. Since this system will be using Microsoft 
related products that complements each other, 1t only strengthens the notion of having 
the 11 S as the weh server 
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Microsoft /IS 
STATIC HTML 
I 
..... ~o1 .. 
' .. 
.. . . .. 
.. 
I 
' 
Rt'q11t1sts pn seco11d 
... 
~Qfl~ ~ \ 9 '(; (Jfi<j 
DHH ' 
~ 
F1y,11re 3. I : A ( 'ompanson of /eadmg servers hy per/omumce 
Clie11ts 
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3.4 Database Management Systc.-ms 
3.4.1 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
With SQI. Server for Microsoll Window. 9-, Windows 98 and NT Workstation, 
the developer can count on a fully featured relational database management system 
(RDBMS) that performs well across mobile applications and workstations. A single 
code base for all platforms, from a laptop running the ubiquitous Windows 95 to an 
integrated system running Windows NT server, it provides 100 percent application 
compatibility. 
SQL Server is also able to store terabytes of data and support up to 50 concum.:nt 
users to use at the same time. This is something, which Microsoft J\ccess will nc,cr he 
able to cope up with. It is because Microsoft Access limits the size of the database In 
addit ion, it cannot support a multi user environment we ll J\cccss 1s not sultnblc for n 
system that is a big one like the lntSI llS. It does not provide good pcrl'onnancc' hen 
run across a network and when many users converge at once 
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3.5 Operating System 
3.5.1 Windows 2000 
Microson advertises crn h protection for Windows 2000 that wi ll keep 
applications from running even if the other applications go down. A number of features 
arc avai lable that make Windows 2000 the best platfonn avai lable to publish infonnation 
and share it securely over the corporate lntranets and lnternets. 
Among them are: 
Support for multiple web sites on a single machine. 
Innovative web publishing features. 
Customi:r.able tools and new wizard technologies for s1mplificat1on m c~ccu11on of 
commands. 
A big improvement over Windows NT 4.0, with imrrovcd security, rcrformancc, 
reliabil ity and better user interface. Also. better administrative facilities. 
More Integrated functiona lities with the allowance tor less bugs in the s stem 
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Sec urity 
lJ scr interface 
ripting Sc 
la nguagcs 
St ability 
w cb server ready 
D atabase 
-L oad handling 
p ricing ·-
Windows 2000 
Server 
Secure log Ill 
procedures and 
support for weh 
security. e.g. SSl . 
--GU I. 
ASP, JSP, Perl, 
VBScript, 
JavaScript & AWK. 
Stable. 
Internet lnfonnation 
Server, Netscape 
Enterprise server. 
SQL Server, Oracle, 
MySQL. 
Not robust enough 
for high traffic. 
Pretty steep. 
\\'imhms 9N 
Not $tx·ure 
-GUI. 
JSP, Perl, 
Perl Script, 
VBScript & 
JavaScript. 
Not so stable. 
-Personal Web 
Server & Apache. 
MSAccess & 
My SQ I.. 
Unable to handle 
high traflic. 
--Expensive. 
Linux 
Secure due to log in 
faci Ii ties. 
Strong command 
line plus GU I via 
Windows 
Managers. 
JSP, Perl, 
JavaScript, 
Perl Seri pt & A WK. 
Very stable. 
Apache. 
PostgresSQ I. 
&MySQt. 
Ahle lo handle high 
lrnllic on server 
Avai lable free via 
download 
l'uhle 3.2: A compan.mn ufthe dl}jerenl operat111g systems thut W<'rc c:cm.\lcl<.'ft'cl 
flngc SS 
-
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3.6 Web browser 
3.6.1 Internet Explorer 5.0 
Good interaction between JScnpt nnd VB cnpt with internet Explorer was one 
of the reasons this browser was chosen. Both VB cnpt and Jscript are essentially plug 
in scripting languages i.e. that they interact with lnternet Explorer's underlying ActiveX 
scripting architecture to drive the Web browser. 
A comparison of the browsers is shown below: 
Features 
Multimedia 
Platform 
support 
Java & 
Scripting 
support 
Security 
Speed 
--
Mails & news 
Netscape Navigator 3.0 
It has the same capabilities as IE but 
separate plug ins arc required. 
Supports Windows, Macintosh, and 
Unix variants such as Solaris and 
AIX. 
Runs java smoothly but doesn't 
widely support other Scripts such as 
VB Script. 
The same level of security as IE is 
provided, apart from the supp.:> rt for 
parental control and rating systems. 
Navigator 3.0 is about 35% faster 
then IE 3.0 
A wizard is present that walks 
through the process of setting the 
mai ls. onlinc identity and new 
servers. Basic rules and filtering for 
incoming message 1s provided 
Microsoft Internet Explorer3.0 
AVI movies, AIFF and AU 
sound formats and M PEG 
video formats arc su.E..QOrtcd. 
Avai lable only on specific 
platforms like UNIX, 
Windows and Mactntosh 
IE 1s 15 °o foster thnn 
Navigator for computc-
mtens1vc applets 1s It runs 
Java better and broader 
scripting support hclp!-i Web 
cievclopcrs as wel I. 
Supports L and site 
certificates. Supports parental 
controls and rating s stems 
too 
Slower marginally then the 
Navigator. 
Mails and news clients arc I 
present m every ' er ion but 
basic rules for riltenng 
messages arc not provided 
/'ohle 3..1: A c·<Jmpanwm oj the matn hmw.\er.\ 
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3.7 Run Time Requirement 
3.7. 1 Server - side Hardware Re,1uiremrnt 
The following computer configuration wn found to be the most suitable, cost 
effective and optimal environment 
Internet Information Server (llS) and Ms SQL Server 7.0 on the server computer 
266 Ml lz or better Pentium compatible: Central Processing Unit (CPU). 
256 MB of RAM recommended; 128 MB minimum supported; 4 GB maximum 
capable. 
2.0 GB hard disk with a minimum of 1.0 GB unallocated space. It should be 
noted that addi tional space would be required if installation is going to occur 
over a network. 
Network Interface Card boasting a bandwidth of at least IOMhps and higher 
Other standard peripherals. 
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3.7.2 Workstation Hardware Requirement 
The same machine i.e. the sc1vcr should not t~ used as the development 
platform. Instead, a different mnchinc that \\ould oi~rnt1: ns a workstation is strongly 
advised and recommended. 
This basically ensures that the testing and coding phases will not affect the 
performance of the servers as they arc required to run at optimal performance. 
Windows 2000 Professional or Windows 98 l\1lacbine 
The development work would require Miicrosoft Windows 2000 Professionnl. As 
many would argue, the Windows 98 platfornn will do also. I lowevcr, ancr much 
research, it was substantial ly agreed that it is not as stable as the Wmdtm s _000 
Professional platform. 
166 Ml lz or better Pentium compatible CPU. 
Windows 98 with 64 MB RAM recommended minimum~ but more memory on 
the whole improves responsiveness 
2 GB hard disk wi th a minimum of 650 MB of unallocated space. 
Windows 2000 Professional is capable olf supporting single or dual CPU systems. 
Network Interface Card with a bandwidth of at least 10 Mbps or more. 
Together wi th other standard computer p: ri phcrals 
Pugc 58 
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3.7.3 Client - side Hardware Rcquir('nt{'nt 
Undoubtedly, this area's requirements an~ quite negligible. Any types of 
computers equipped with rcasonnbly fi ne pcriplhcmls should he able to browse through 
the Net wi th not much difficulty. Furthem10rc, it should be interconnected and attached 
to a modem with acceptable speed. umcient RAM would improve responsiveness. 
Any operating system be it UNIX, Liniux (the freeware version of UNIX) or 
Windows, the site should be able to be surfed as long as there is a web browser pre -
installed. But, a web browser with JavaScript functionalities is definitely preferred. 
Pugc 'i9 
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4.0 System Design 
4. IOverall design of the lntcgrntcd Smart Health Care Information System 
/\s my research st res. c. on the integration of the 5 existing modules, an 
overall view of how the modules would interact:\ ith each other was conceived albeit at 
a very prm11tive stage equivalent to the requirement of a proposal. 
Note: 1'l11s has heen f urther explained now as the whole system is complete. 
This is illustrated in a graphical manner for proper understanding of the o erall 
system. Currently, the sixth module, that is Thie System for Analyzing Medical Data is 
sti ll being developed. Thus, it hasn't been included in this Level 0 Data Flow Diagram 
(DFD). 
The main entry point into this system is via the main page. /\t the main page, the 
user can access a number of general functions that would be available to e' cryonc 
without having to become a registered user. In this case, the registered user arc able to 
access more functions by logging into the system by utiliLing a specified user name and 
password which will be dctennined by the system administrator 
t>ugc 60 
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The User Delinition table is the onl) shar~d dnt.1 ~ourc~ nt this le cl of the 
system design. It contains the user names nnd ddintt1ons for C\ Cf) user in the system 
dependant on their level of entry Foch moduk in this S) . tern accesses this table to 
verify users before they arc allowed entry into any particular module of their choice. 
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) 
The graphical characterization of the data processes and nows in a system is 
shown using a technique called DFD. The DFD gives an overview of the system outputs 
and inputs and the now of data through each process. 
To be able to understand the signs in DFD's that will follow, the basic s mbol. 
are depicted below: 
SYMBOL o•:FINITION 
--, 
' T1ransformations of data 
,) 
--
I I Data in static storage 
·-
• 
Flow of data 
/'ahle ./.0 : /)ala Flow /)wgram .\ymho/, 
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4.1.1 Login Users 
Access privileges for each module arc dctcnmnc:d in the User Definition table 
from the user groupings. By controlling user pm 1kgcs. ncccss to the system can be 
controlled by system administrators. Accidcntall crashes of the system and corruption of 
data sources can be avoided by limiting the u.er access. 
l3y doing so, it would enable the sys1tem administrator(s) of the site to the 
determine the source of any problem (what weint wrong) should any user access cause 
the system to crash. In this way, the cause of en-ors can be determined without having to 
run through the entire system. 
Login users have access to other value added services that wi ll not be available to 
regular users. By logging in the users will be aible to view or modify rnfonnat1on tn ot 
least one or more of the following modules: 
Medical Center Information Module 
Healthcare Provider Information Module 
Pharmacy Information Module 
Patients Records Module 
Billing Module 
A more detailed description of how the log in portion works "vith the system is 
shown 111 the Level I DI· D below. 
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4.1.2 Non-login Users 
The non-login portion of the s stem \\i ll hm c access to four of the main modules 
used by the system as well as one addi tional module, which arc as follows: 
Medical Center Information Module 
I Iea lthcare Provider Information Module 
Patient Records Module 
Insurance Information Module 
Pharmacy M anagement Module 
Users will be able to search the system for information in some of the modules 
For example, the Pharmacy Management Module wi ll allow non-login users to search 
for information on drugs in its Drug Knowledge Base. In this way, user interaction for 
non-login users is kept to the bare minimum. Thtis would aid in avoiding mishaps in the 
overall working of the system. 
A more detailed view of the Non-login pcortion could be viewed in the following 
figure. 
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4.2 Sample screen shot 
/\s the project would he dl.!vdopcd in tlh~ n ':\I st:mt:ster. a bit of an experiment 
was done on the mai n user interfocc that would internet with the user to reach the other 
modules. This page would be the ent ry point to the health center's website that wi ll 
house all the modules. 
The section on the bottom left comer about the login and password requirement 
is still debatable. This is explained in the fo llowing figure. 
The main page with two possibi lities: 
111e login is present on the main page 
and subsequent logging in a l modules 
is not required 
The log in is present on independent module~ 
only and not required on the main page 
Figure ../.5: 'l'l1e logm poss1ht.l1ty on the 1111Jm poge 
Note: The first login type (tire 011e Ofl tire left) has heen uccepted to he m 11w to create 
a hassle free environment. (/.\·er of any level can access the reqwred data through the 
mum page itself and no suhsequent logJ?,mg in 1s required. l'l11s can he seen 111 th<! n<!w 
layout al the 11ex1 page. 
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4.2 Sam pie screen shot 
/\s the project would be developed in tlhc next semester, a bit of an experiment 
was done on the main user interface that would internet \\Ith the user to reach the other 
modules. This page would be the entry point to the health center's website that will 
house al I the modules. 
The section on the bottom left comer about the login and password requirement 
is still debatable. This is explained in the following figure. 
The main page with two possibi lities: 
l11e login is present on the majn page 
and subsequent logging in at modules 
is not required 
The login is present on independent modules 
only and not required on the main page 
Figure ./.5: 'l'l1e logm pos.\·1hi!tty on the mam page 
Note: The first login type (the one 0 11 the left) has heen accepted to he 111 me to create 
a hassle free enwronment. l/.\·er of any level cun access the req111red data throu[!.h the 
mam page itself and no subsequent loggmg m is reqwred. /'111s can he seen 111 thl! new 
layout at the ne.xl page. 
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4.3 Database design of the various moduks. 
4.3.l Health Insurance Information and BilliinA Module Ol•crvie" 
Data dictionary 
This is a specialised application of the kinds of dictionaries used as references for system 
analysis to guide them through the design and analysis phases. In this project, it is quite 
vital to be aware of some of the data dictionar:y as well as data types used in Microsoft 
SQL Server database. This is clearly illustrated below in Table 4.1. 
~ 
Data type Description 
,_ 
small int stores integers from -32768 to 32767 
- - ·-int stores integers from -2 147483648 to 2 147483648 
-
smalldatetime stores dates ranges from Jan I, 1900 to Jun 6, 2079 
char stores character strings 
-
varchar Variable length of character type data Values arc without spaces 
is non unicode. Maximum length is 8000 characters 
-
Table ./. I: /Jescriptmn of data types 
Both of the above mentioned modules share these 2 tables: 
a) Group Definition 
b) Insurance Company 
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User Definition 
This would decide on whclhcr a user \! ill he grunted ncccss m the database. The User 
n e/1111t1on tahle 1s the 11u1111 shared clutu ·'" "rci.· t111umg t'\'t.'f'.\ ' smgle module m the Smart 
llealt/Jcare lnjimnatwn .\ystem (SI II.\') . It detcrmmes th<! user access fl>r every par/ of 
the ·'Y·'·tem. 1'lws. maktn>J. 1/ 1mporla1111ha11J11s Jah/e he made as secure as possible. 
- Field name Data type Length Description 
User Id int 4 The ID of the user in the database. 
,__ 
--User Name Char 15 The user's login name. 
-
- -
-Password Char 8 The user's login password. 
---~ 
-User Code Int 4 The code used to refer to the user's category 
Group_ Definition 
The Group Definition table is used to dletcrminc the validity of the authority of 
entree in the module. The Group Definition talble contains two fields that describe the 
user groups of the entire system. The other fields denote the access pnv1legcs accorded 
to a particular user group with "Y" signifying ac1ccss pri vi lege to each section. 
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The Group Definition field contains the complete le'\\ description of the user 
groups in the system. The remaining tidds bas1cnll) denote access privileges in the 
system. A user group who has access to Pnticnt Records portion will have a "Y" filled 
i n the Patient Records field. 
Fi l ed name Data type Length Description 
User Code 
G roup_Definition 
Patient Records 
int 
varchar 
char 
l'v1.edical Center Info char 
l-f ealthcare Provider char 
ph~rmacy Info char 
1 ll s llrance char 
i l ling char 
4 
100 
The category in which the user falls into 
is checked. 
Description of the category. 
The patient records category flag. 
The medical center information category 
nag. 
The healthcare provider category llag. 
The pharmaceutical information category 
nag. 
The health insurance information 
category flag. 
The bi lling module flag for cashiers. 
-----~~~~~~·~~~~-~~~-........ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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A 11 of the user groups contained in this system (Sl llS) can he sc1:n 111 the following table. 
Cl roup code User group 
... 
0 System Administrators 
·-1 Patient 
..___ 
2 Nurses 
-
3 Lab Technicians 
r-
-4 -Medical Center System Administrators 
r--
s Physicians 
-
-6 I lealthcare provider Information System Administrators 
r--
7 - Pharmacists 
i--_ 
8 - ----Pharmacy Stock lnforma1tion Administrators 
9 - Insurance Information System Administrators 
- l o ---Billing Information Sysstem Administrators 
~ Cashiers 
~----- Pogc 74 
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4.3.t (a) Database design (llcalth lnsunrnt'c lnfornuuion sub moduk) 
Data Dictionary 
1 his module deals with one table on! ns foli o" s: 
a) Insurance Company 
Insurance_ Company 
A II the detail s of the insurance companies are stored here: 
Field name Data type Len1:,11h Description 
Company name varchar 50 Company 's name. 
-
Address varchar 50 Company's address. 
-Company email varchar 50 Company' s email. 
-Company url varchar 50 Company' s website url 
- --Tel no varchar 15 Company ' s telephone no. 
-Fax no varchar 15 Company's fax no. 
Company desc varchar 200 Brief description of the company. 
-- -
--
Row count Int 4 A cts as a bufTer slot to quicken acccs. 
IU will dctennine the total number of 
rows. 
I 
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4.3. 1 (b) Database design (Billing sub modulr) 
Data Diction~ 
The bi lling module interacts with other tables from other modules too apart from just 
using the existing tables itself. They arc as follows 
a) Billing 
b) Billing misc item 
c) Bi ll ing physician 
d) Billing treatment 
e) Bil ling medication 
f) /\dt 
g) Patient 
h) Misc item 
i) Misc item code 
j) Phys1c1anBio 
k) Treatment 
I) Treat code 
m) Mcd1cat1on 
n) Stoc~ dcfinitton 
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The main bi ll ing table contains the primary billing dntn, tngctht•t \\1th ht'tng tht: tnble 
that links all the other billing tables together 
Field name Data type Length Description 
Bill no 
Patient id 
Bill date 
Bill total 
Admission date 
Bill balance 
Current bill no 
- 1----1 
int 
int 
datetime 
decimal 
4 
4 
8 
9 
datctime 8 
decimal 9 
------+ 
tnt 4 
To identify each bill \\ith the number. 
The ID number of the patient who is being 
billed. 
The date the bill was issued. 
The total amount of the bill. 
1 he admission date, together with 
Bill date, 1 ~ used to determine the the 
pcnod the bi ll covers. 
The amount still is owed hy the patient 
·1 he last bill created number 
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Billing_misc_item 
All the basic and mi 'lccllaneous items charged 10 the ():\t1cnt 1s ~tn1\.'J m this tnbk The 
old price of the items is also ~torcd 111 here so thnt the ongtnnl nmmmt charged i 
preserved. 
~ -~ 
Field name Data type Length Descnpuon 
-Bill no int 4 The bill this item is associated with. 
>- -
Bill misc date datetimc 8 The date this item was charged. 
Misc item id tnt 4 Item 's ID number. 
Unit price decimal 9 Item' s price, stored in the table 
Quantity int 4 The quantity of the item ' <; charged 
Billing_physiciNn 
The details of the physician who treats the patient is stored. 
Field name Data tyre Length De<;cnrt10n 
Bill no int 4 The bi ll this rhysic10n 1s associated" 1th 
Phy 1d int 4 Ph ~1cmn ' s ID number 
Ph charge dcc1mul 9 I he r11cc of the phy\1c10n per da 
Ph no of treutcmcnt lilt 4 ·1 he total number of day\ the ph \ICIUn 
lrcutcu the rat1cnt 
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Billing_ treatmen t 
This table records the treatments which arc charged to 1hc f)(ltlCnt 
Field name Data type Len!,rth Dc. cnption 
Bill no int 4 'J he bill the treatment 1s charged to. 
Bill treatment date datetime 8 The date this treatment was administered. 
Treat rec id int 4 The treatment 's ID number. 
--Unit price decimal 9 The price of the treatment. 
Billi nit_ medication 
All the medication charged to the patient are recorded in this table. 
Field name Data type Length Dcscnpt1on 
Bill no int 4 ·1 he bill this medication 1s charged to 
Bill med1cat1on date Dateline 8 ·1 he date this med1cat1011 was prc~cnbcd 
Stock 1d varchar 20 The mcd1cat1on 's unique ID 
Price factor decimal 9 Mcd1cat1on' s price per unit 
Quantity tnt 4 ·1 he quantity of the mcd1cat1on \\U~ 
udmin1stcrcd 
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AOT 
The ADT table basically houses information about the patient ' s ndmi.sion. Retrie ing 
of the patient' s physician pan1culars and adm1ss1on dat" for hilling purpo es is done 
through this table. 
- -Field name Data type Length Description 
-- -
Adt Id int 4 ADT identifier that is unique. 
- --Patient ID int 4 The patient ID. 
... 
--
Date admission datctime 8 The patient' s admission date 
- -- --Physician ID int 4 The physician attending this patient 
. -
Ward varchar 10 T he ward the patient 1s directed to 
-- -Remarks varchar 10 Miscellaneous remarks 
Patient 
A ll the patient data 1s contained here Data liJ..e patient names and address can be 
retri ved from here 
Field name Data type Length Description 
Patient name varchar 50 Patient's name 
Photo name vui chur 255 Fm 1dentsfica11on purposes 
Patient II) int 4 l"he pahent ' s unique identifier 
Po%port chur 8 Pu;;"iport number of the patient 
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Gender The gender of the J);\t 1~nt - -- - -varchar 6 
JC no char 14 The patient ' s IC 11111nl t'r 
-
Birthdate sma I ldatet 1 me 4 ·1 he patient's dntc of h1rth 
Race varchar 15 The patient '. mcc 
Rel igion char 15 The patient' s religion. 
BloodGroup varchar 2 The patient' s blood group. 
Marital status smallint 2 The patient ' s marital status. 
Nationality varchar 20 The patient's nationality 
Home phone varchar 10 The patient' s home phone number. 
-
Mobile phone char 10 The patient ' s hand phone number 
Address varchar 25 The patient ' s home address 
Address 1 varchar 25 The patient ' s home address (variant ) ~ 
Postcode char 5 The patient's addresses' postcode 
~ 
City archar 20 The patient 's ci ty ~ 
-State varchar 20 The patient ' s state. 
Country sma II int 2 The patient ' s country code 
Facsimile archar 10 The patient ' s facsimile number 
Email \archar JO ·1 he pa11en1's email addre1i1, 
Occupation smalltnt 2 The patient's code 
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Misc item 
The basic and miscellaneous neccss1t1es which were given to the p.mcnt lre l\.~ordcd 
here in th is table 
Field name Data type Length Descnption 
Misc item id int 4 The item 's unique identifier. 
Patient id int 4 The patient this item is charged to. 
Date administered datetime 8 The date this item was charged. 
Quantity int 4 The quantity of the items charged. 
Remarks varchar 50 Misc. remarks. 
Misc_itcm_code 
The item's pncc and description 1s stored here an this table 
Field name Data t pc Length Dcscnpt1on 
M isc item 1d in t 4 ·1 he item' s unique ID 
Mrsc item dcsc vurchur 'i() I he rtcm ' s dc~crrp1 1on 
M1"c Item p11ce dcc1mnl 9 'I he pr ICC of' the 1tcm 
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Physician Bio 
This table basically consists of data ubout the ph s1eurns "lm \\t)I \... m the particular 
medical center It 1s used to retrieve the phys1cmn' s chnrgcs for h11lmg purpo. e-. 
Field name 
Phy id 
Last name 
First name 
Speciality 
Contact no 
Phy charge 
Education 
Email 
Email 2 
Phy pie 
-
Data type 
int 
-
varchar 
-
varchar 
-
varchar 
varchar 
small money 
-
varchar 
--
varchar 
--
varchar 
-
varchar 
Leng1h Description 
t-
4 The physician's unique ID. 
-20 The physician' s last name. 
-
25 The physician's first name. 
-20 The physician' s specialty. 
-11 The physician' s contact nwnbcr. 
-
4 The fee. 
-50 The education level of the physician. 
-30 The primary email of the physician 
-30 The secondary email of the phys1c1an 
25 
~ 
-
1.ast update 
Modified by 
smalldatct1me 
int 
4 
4 
The date data was last updated 
- The date data was last modified Un
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Treatment 
Treatment records of patients arc slorcd here 111 1h1s table 
~ 
- -Field name Data type Length Description 
-Treat rec id int 4 1 he unique ID of the treatment. 
- -Patient id mt 4 The patient to ''hich the tr ea tment was 
administered. 
- - -Treatment id varchar 100 The ID of the treatment itself. 
-
Date treated sm lldatet1 me 4 Date of the treatment. 
Attend PhylD int 4 The physician who gave the treatm cnt 
- -
-
Remarks varchar 100 Misc remarks. 
Treat code 
The treatment's description and price is stored here in th is table. 
l·1cld name Data t re Length Description 
Trealment Id int 4 The unique II) of the trc:ument 
Treatment dcsc varchar 50 The treulment 's description 
Treatment pncc decimal 9 The price of the treatment 
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Medication 
The medication records of patients ure stored here 
-Field name Data type Length Dcscnp11on 
-- -Patient id int 4 The patient to "hom the medication was 
adm 1n1s1ered. 
- -- -- --Stock id varchar 20 The unique ID of the medication. 
-
Date _prescribed datetime 8 The date the medication was prescribed. 
--Quantity tnt 4 The amount of medication prescribed. 
I-
-- -Attend PhylD inl 4 The physician prescribing the medicat ion. 
Stock definition 
It has all the data on medicine It is used to retrieve the name of the mcd1cat1on and 
prices for btlltng purposes 
rield name Data type Length Description 
Stock Id varchar 20 The unique Id of the medicine 
Name generic varchar 50 The generic name of the medicine 
Name trade varchar 50 The trade name of the medicine. 
Rccoder level decimal 9 The reorder level of the medicine 
Quantity stock decimal 9 The balance in the stock 
Quunt11 per unit Float 4 The umount per urut uvu1lable 
Quo11111 totul Int 4 The lolul umount of rncd1cinc 
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Dosage per unit int 4 The medical ion's tfosngl' 
Unit code varchar I 0 The mensuremcnt 11. cd for th1..' mcdtl' ltion 
Price decimal 9 The price per unit of mcd1c111c. 
Expiry Date datetimc 
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4.3.2 Pharmacy Management System Overview 
Once one normal1zauon was done, the Stod. Dclin1t1on tnhk "\S d" 1d xi into 
further 2 separate tables ·1 he 2 tables arc as bl.!lm 
• Stock Definition table. ( itself) 
• The Stock Unit table.(/\dded) 
This was done so that any occurrence of loss of unit measures wi ll be minimized. 
This could particularly happen should the details of any particular drug be omitted from 
the system. 
The fields that are contained in the Stock Definition table could be referred to page 
79. 
tock_ Unit 
Field name Data type l,ength Descnpt1on 
Unit Code Varchar 10 /\s below 
.... 
Unit Description Varchar 20 /\s below 
The Unit field is replaced by the Unit Code field. ·1 his field contains 
information that identifies the unit of measure that 1s used for a part icular drug It 
contains a specific code. On the other hand, the Unit Description field hou cs the full 
text description of a unit of measure which is used in relation to the corre. ponding unit 
code It should he h1ghl1ghtcd that the doto 111 th1\ tuhlc correlates to the Dosage 
Per lJ 111 t field 
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Drug_ Knowledge_ Base 
~ 
Field name Data type l .cnglh lkscnp11on 
-Name Trade varchar 50 As hclow 
-
-- -Name Generic varchar 50 As below 
- -Drug Description Fi le varchar 50 Fi lled with name of text fi le that contains 
the description of a drug. Other details 
about the drug also. 
The reason why the Name Trade and Name Genenc lields are replicated in the 
above table is due lo the fact that the administrator might want to include information on 
medicat ion that may not be available in the medical center 
These above mentioned tables are the only ones that arc applicable 10 the 
Pharmacy Management System. The rest of the tables already exist in the other modules 
which make them shared tables. They arc listed below: 
I. Medication 
2. Stock definition 
3 User definiton 
4. Group dcfin1t1on 
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4.3.3 Patient Information , ystcm Overview 
Sim ilar to the other modules, there arc some shored tohh~ :md some independent 
ones. The independent tables wi ll be explained fir. t The. nrc n. follo\\ . 
Patient Problem (Disease) llistory 
This table stores in formation on any diseases that may ha e affected the patient and the 
time of its contact in particular. 
~ 
-- -
-
Field name Data type Size Descnpt1on 
ID int 4 F or the record created a unique number 1s 
d one 
... 
-- -Patient ID int 4 T he ID of the patient 
,__ 
- -Disease varchar 100 The disease that has infected the patient 
-- --
'-
Symptom varchar 100 ., 'he disease's symptoms. 
- -Attend Phy lD int 4 ., 'he physician's ID who had attended to the 
patient 
-
Date encountered sma I ldatct1 me 4 Date or tune the patient was in fected by the 
d 1scasc 
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Patient's Vita l Signs 
This table stores information on the vital signs upon admission or c\. ltmrmtmn 
- -
Field name Data type Size Dcscnpt1on 
..__ 
-VS ID int 4 For the record created a unique number is 
done . 
.... 
- -Patient ID int 4 The patient ' s ID. 
- -
--
Date measured smalldatetime 4 Date when the vital signs were examined. 
'-
--
-
Systolic mt 6 Blood pressure. (contraction) 
- -
-Diastolic int 6 Blood pressure 
Pulse small1nt I Pulse count of the patient 
= ~aticnt"s body temperature -Temperature smalhnt 2 
... 
-I !eight smalhnt 2 Patient' s height 
..... 
-
_J 
Weight small int 2 I Patient's weight. 
I 
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Patient's Lab Tests 
This table would house the information on the results of nn sort of test tlut \\Ould have 
occurred 
.-
Field name Data ty pe Size Description 
LT JO int 4 For the record created a unique number is done. 
Patient ID int 4 Patient's ID. 
Test ID varchar 30 The nature of the test. 
Test Result varchar 100 The test's result. 
Date test sma I Ida tell me 4 Date of the test 
Patient's Drug Allergy 
Information on allergy that a patient may be innictcd wi th is stored here 
Field name Data type Size Descnpt1011 
Patient ID int 4 Pa tient 's JI) 
Date observed sma lldatet 11nc 10 Dare when the allerg1e<. '"'ere no11ccd 
A llergy varchar 30 ·1 he drug allergy'\ name 
Sevent orchur 10 ·1 he ~evcnty of the drug allerg 
Reuct1 on varchu1 :?O Reuctton to the drug al lergy 
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Appointment 
The appointment table in which the input on dctntls of the nppomtnlcnt 1gn.·cd upon is 
stored. 
~ -.---
Field name Data type Size Description 
Patient JD int 4 Patient 's ID 
Speciality 10 int 4 The doctor' s area of expertise. 
Date Appointed smalldatetime 2 Date the appointment was made. 
Time ID small int 2 Time slot of the appointment. 
There arc a number of shared tables too that make up the entire dataha!,e ( tahlc~) 
for the Patient Information System module. They arc as follows 
I . Patient 
2. User Definition 
3. Treatment 
4 ADT 
5 Med1cat1ons 
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4.3.4 Med ical Center Info rmation System Ov{'rvirw 
The MCIS's database (MCIS.dsn) consists of 12 tables nnd onl\ 2 lrc sh lred tnblcs. 
Namely, the User definilion and Clroup dclin111on The rest nre a~ follo\\S: 
Centt rln fo 
This table consists of the data pertaining a medical center that belongs to a particular 
medical group. 
Field name Data type Length Description 
Center ID int 4 The medical cc nter' s ID number 
Name char 50 Medical cente r ' s name. 
Address varchar 50 Postal address 
~ 
City varchar 50 City its situate din 
~ 
State ID int 4 State ID numbc r. 
ZipCodc varchar 5 Postal 7ipcode 
Tel varchar I I Telephone num bcr 
Fax varchar 11 Fax number 
WcbAdd varchar 50 Web si te' s UR L. 
Email varchar 50 Email address 
Speciality varchar 200 Spcc1uh1cs pa rt 1cularl in which field 
-
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Facility 
Some other information about the medical center 1s kepi h ·r • For ~'mnpk. number of 
beds, staff, services etc 
--Field name Data type l ,cngth Descripti on 
Fae ID int 4 The facility 's ID 
~ 
Fae Title varchar 100 Facility ' s name. 
-
Fae Tel varchar II Telephone number at the particular place. 
Fae Desc varchar 500 Description of what 1t can offer. 
Job 
The job opportunity available in the medical center is listed down here ·1 he pos1t1on\ 
avai lable, qualifications, due date, descnpt1on, contact person etc. can be keyed in by the 
administration for the user to view and applying 
Field name Data type Length Descnpt1on 
Job ID lflt 4 ·1 he job II) number 
Job T itle varchar 50 ·1 he name of the .1ob 
Job Dcsc vurchur ~()() .lob's dcsc11ptmn 
.lob-Rcq Vll t Chtll ~()() .lob' s 1cqu1rcmcnt 
Pc1Mrn u rch111 ~() (. 'ontuct per ~on 
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-
-- -
· - --- - ---
Address varchar 50 Postal address 
--City varchar 50 Ci ty 
-State ID int 4 State ID number 
--
Zip varchar 5 .Zipcode. 
-
-Tel varchar II Telephone. 
- --
-
- -Fax varchar II Fax number. 
- -Email varchar 50 Email address. 
- --
-CloseDate datetime 8 C losing date 
Tender 
The tenders that arc available rn a medical center arc stored here ·1 he tender t 1 t le 
• 
qualification, due date and certain particulars on the contact pcr~on can be kc cd 111 b 
the adm1111stration section and could be viewed and applied by the user 
-Field name Data type Length Description 
Tender ID int 4 ·1 he tender's II) number 
Tender ref no varchar 20 Tender'~ reference number 
Tender Title varchar 200 The tender' s name. 
Tender l)esc varchu1 'iOO Tender's dcsc.:npt1on 
I cndc1 Req vurchm "()() I ender\ requirement . 
. 
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--
-Tender Fee money 8 Tender's fees 
Person varchar 50 Contnct 1 Cr~on 
Address varchar 50 Postal ad<lrc~~ 
City varchar 50 City 
- -State id int 4 State 1 D number 
-Zip varchar 5 Zip code. 
--Tel varchar 11 Telephone number of the section in charge. 
-Fax varchar 11 Fax number. 
-Close date datet1me 8 Closing date. 
-
I-
Close time datct1me 8 Closing time. 
Disease 
Specific diseases' information 1s stored in here together with the description of them 
Field name Data type Length Description 
----D II) int 4 D1sea. c's ID n umber 
D Name varchar 'iO Disease 's nam c 
D Desc archar 1000 The dcscnpt10 n of the d1 \Ca\c 
D Cause varchar 1000 rhc causes of the d1\ease 
D ' ymrtom.., varchm 1000 S ·mptoms oft he d1 \CU\C 
J) 'J rcutmcnt 'ur chur I 000 Trcut1nent for the d1'ict11 .. c 
·-
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Lab test 
The information on lab tests and their prices' arc slorcd h ·r ' 
Field name Data type Length Descnpt ion 
Test ID varchar 5 Test ID number. 
Test name varchar 50 Tesl name. 
Test price money 8 De cription and prices. 
Prefi x 
The prefixes for the treatment and lab tests' codes are stored in here 
Field name Data type Length Dc5cnpt1on 
Prefix har I hom /\ 10 Z 
MNO 
The treatment code and lab test code arc stored here ·1 he table will be updated every 
time the treatment code and the lab test code increase5 
Field name Data type Length Dcscnpt1on 
Prefi x char I Prefixes from /\ to Z 
Ptclix Dcsc vtuch ar 20 Dcscnpt1on of the pn.: fixcs 
--
--
l.u-.tNo ('hur 4 I .ust number 
- -
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State 
The state II) and thei r description 1s stored here. 
Field name Data type Length Dc. cnpt1on 
-----~ 
----State ID Int 4 The state' ID. 
----State Desc Varchar 40 Description of the state. 
Treatment 
The table stores the infonnation on the treatment and its prices 
Field name Data type Length Description 
-Treatment JI) char 5 Treatment I J) numhcr 
Treatment Name varchar 50 Treatment's name. 
Treatment Price money 8 A brief description of the trea tment. -
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4.3.5 Health Care Provider Informat ion System (h<'n'it' \\ 
Similar to the other modules, there arc some shared tahks and somt: independent 
ones. The independent tables wi ll be explained fir. t The nrc ns follo\\ • . 
Health Care Consulta tion Schedule 
The table below keeps the information on the health care provider's schedule. 
Field name 
Phy ID 
Day 
StartTimel 
EndTimel 
StartTime2 
EndTimc2 
Data type 
int 
varchar 
varchar 
varchar 
varchar 
varchar 
Length Description 
4 Stores the healthcare provider' s unique II) 
number. 
3 
7 
7 
7 
7 
Stores the consultation day 
Stores the consultation start time 
Stores the consultation end time. 
Stores the consultation start time 
Stores the consul tation end time 
Last Update smalldatetime 4 Stores the healthcare provider's record's last 
update time and date 
Mocilfy By varchar 15 The crcator/mo<ltlicr' s uscmamc 1s stored 
here 
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pecialty 
This table houses the I isl or specialties UVUI lublc Ill th ' hosptl!ll , \\ htch 1$ \1!'00 m 
conjunction wi th the healt h care provider's inform11t1on tnhk 
--
Field name Data type Length Description 
Special ty ID int 4 Stores the number of specialties avai lable in the 
table. 
-
-Specialty varchar 50 Stores the names of the avai I able specialties. 
News a nd Events 
All the events that arc happening in the medical center arc explained here 
- --
Field name Data ty pc Lenb>1h Description 
-
- ~ 
Event ID int 4 Store the event's type 
-
Event Date varcha r 10 Store the event ' s date 
- -Event Time varcha r 8 Store the event's time 
-- -
Location arc ha r 60 Store the event' s location 
-I lost Name varcha r 50 Store the event ' s host name. 
I 60 Stoi c the c cnt ' ~ trtle 
I 160 Store the e-.,ent ' ' dc<icnptron 
ntctimc 4 Stoic the event ~ fee chorge1., 
Pnl-\~ I()() 
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Contact No 
Fax No 
Email Add 
Last Update 
Modify By 
varchar 
varchar 
varchar 
11 
11 
30 
smalldatet1111e 4 
varchar 15 
nwnhc r 
Store thee\ ent committee'. fo'\ number. 
Store the e\ cnt committee ·s email 
address 
tore the e' ent record last update time 
and date. 
·1 he creator/modifier' s usemame 1s 
stored here. 
ewslcttcr Mailing List 
This table keeps the email addresses of the SI llS newsletter \ubc.,cnbcr\ 
Field name 
No 
Email Add 
Date Created 
Data type 
int 
varchar 
Length Description 
4 The unique number that 1s SQL 
generated for email addrc~~es added 
30 
smalldatetime 4 
Store the suhscnbcrs' ematl addres. cs 
Store the date and tame the new email 
uddrcsscs were added 
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There arc a number of shared tables too that mn" ' up th\.' \.'ntm· d lt lt\\~t' ltnhlc~) 
for the I fealth Care Information System module The nr' ns follo\\ s 
I. I lealth Care Provider Info 
2. Problem I listory 
3. Drug Allergy 
4. Group Code 
5. User Definition 
6. Group Definition 
7. M cd1cat1on 
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4.4 User Interface Design 
For most users the interface 1s the " system" The obJ CCll\ C of th "' interface design is 
to provide the best way for the user's to interact w ith the S) . tern Thi " ay. they will be 
able to get the information they need in and out of the system. 
The user interface design for this system 1s based on the GraphicaJ User Interface 
(GUI) concept. Some of the I luman Computer Interface (HCI) general principles of 
designing an interactive system have been considered Among these principles are 
responsiveness, recoverability, verification message, confirmation and const'itcncy 
In this section, the main pages of each module wi ll be shown together with the 
main page These arc the only selected ones because if all were to he shown It would be 
rather crowded. The e other pages wi ll be and have already been explained in lengthy 
detail in the user manual and system administrators manual that have been prepared 
separately and have not been included in this thesis 'I hose manuals have been prepared 
and have been binded separately respectively for case in use It would also help to 
reduce the bulkiness of this work itsel f 
Jlllt-\ • I() l 
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4.4.1 The main menu 
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4.4.2 The llealth Care Provider Information Syst('m,s Main !\knu 
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4.4.3 Health Insurance Information and Billing Systrm's Main l\knu 
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4.4.4 Medical Center Information System's Main Mt'nu 
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4.4.5 Patient Information System's Main Mrnu 
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4.4.6 Pha rmacy Management System's Main Menu 
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4.4.7 System for Analysing Medical Data's Main Menu 
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5.0 System Implementation 
S.I Development t<:nvironmcnt 
The development environment has a certain impact on the development of a 
system. The choice of a right set of tools to get the work done is very important, either 
in software or in hardware. This will influence the success rate of the project a great 
deal. The system implementation itself 1s a process that converts the system's 
requirements and designs into functional program codes real t ime. 
The hardware and software tools used m this process arc a-; below in a 
summarized version. 
5. 1.1 Hardware rcquiremcnt!i 
T he hardware speci fication of the machine on which this was developed 1s 
Server 
• Running on Wrndows 2000 Server, 
Internet ln fonnat1on Server 5 0 and 
Microsoft QL Server 7.0 
Worl-.sta11ons 
• Runnrng on Wrndows 98 or 
Wrndows 2000 Professional, Visual 
lnterDev 6.0, Internet Explorer 5 0 
ond Personal Web Server (Win 9) 
or Internet Information Scf\ cr '\ 0 
(Wrn 2000) 
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• Two hard disks arc present wi1h 
256 MB RAM. 
• A Pentium processor 7733 Mh7 
and a Network Interface Card with 
Ethernet I 01I00 Mbps 
RAM 
• Pcnttum 733 f\ th1 pro e .. or and an 
Hhcmet \\1th l 0 l 00 Mbps with a 
Nct\\Ork Interface Card. 
'l'uhle 5. 0 : llardwure re<1111remen/.\ 
5. 1.2 oftware tools requirements 
Application coding tools (Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0) Creates and relines 
web pages for the whole system. (Microsoft Internet Information Server 5 0) 
Maps local directory to vi rtual directory and creates a local web site 
.... Database implementation tools {SQL Query Analy1er) Generate~ datuba1.,c 
tables using SQL statements. (SQL 7 0 Enterprise Manager) View and edit 
tables created in the database. The relat1onsh1ps between the tables can be 
viewed. 
Graphics/Interface Modelin~ Tool (Adobe Photoshop 5 5) Graphic~ quality 
is maximi1ed and can he created too (Macromed1a Dreamwcaver) Creating 
and editing web site interface design 1s simplified 
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5.2 Installation of the system 
Development tools installations arc the very first steps tn getting ofT with any 
development work together with the installations of the .encr. The sequence of 
product installations sometimes can be important to ensure the smooth running of the 
programs, cspcc1ally when it concerns the Microsoft products. 
The installation process on the server is as follows 
I. Windows 2000. 
2. Microsoft SQL erver 7.0 
Then, followed by those on the workstations: 
I. Windows 2000 and Windows 98 (Sequence does not matter here). 
2. Microsoft SQL Server 7 0 
3 Microsoft Visual Studio 6 0 
4. Adobe Photoshop 5.0 
5. Macromcdta Oreamwcavcr 
6 Microsoft Office with Front Page 2000 
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5.2.1 Creating database 
Below arc the steps in which a database is created usmg th " Fntcrprise Manager: 
Enterprise manager is opened, a server group 1s expanded and then the server in which 
the database is wished to be created is expanded 
l 
On database, right cl ick and then click New database 
l 
The database' s name is typed, and for our integration prOJCCt, the name 1s smarthcaJth 
l 
Now, inside a newly created database, right cl ick on Users to create New Database User 
l 
/\login name and usemame is entered which follows by the assignation of the Database 
Role membership for the user created 
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5.2.2 C reating Data Source Name (OSN) 
A DSN 1s needed to open connection to the d01abnsc sen er What is a D N? lt 
is actually a method of standardizing database connccti\ ity. There are two types of 
DSN. They arc illustrated below. 
Tends to be more convenient 
but is less secure 
Two types of DSN 
User DSN 
l 
Multiple users using the same client 
computer and can hide the existence 
of the data ~ource from some of the 
users 
F1g11re 5. 0: Two types <~/D.\'N 
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Here are the steps taken to create either a systen1 or user DSN 
Get to the Control Panel from thc Sett mg m "m1 
i 
Double click on the ODBC to open the driver manager's user intcrfoe<!, the OOBC Data 
Source Administrators dialog box 
i 
Click the System Df N/ U.er D N tab 
Clic~Add 
From the installed ODBC driver' s list, SQL Server is selected and OK is clicked to bring 
up the ODBC SQL Server Setup dralog box 
The user data source is given a name e.g. sm!rthealth This can either be the name of the 
server to which the user 1s connecting, or the name of the database to which the user is 
connecting or some other meaningful name to the user 
i 
The Description fie ld is optional 
i 
The name of the SQL Server 1s entered in the Server box The SQL Server should have 
the same name as the Windows 2000 based computer on which 1t 1s running 
i 
Using SQL Server authent1cat1 on is clickr to choose the authenticity of Log111ID 
Click the Change default to check box and select the name of the database on SQL Server 
to which the user wants to connect. Several databases wi th different names can exr~t on 
one SQL Server. Next is clicked to proceed 
i 
Click Finish at the last screen, the user do not have to change the default ~ettrng Then, 
Test Data ource 1s clicked in the dialog box that pops up to ensure that the data 
sources that the user ha! created 1s functioning 
OK 1s clicked to return to the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box, and chck 
OK again 
/· 1~11rc 5. I : Step., 111 ctTot111~ u "'''·''<'Ill 11.'<'r I >SN 
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5.2.3 Objects Coding 
/\.s this is an integration of several modules thot hove exi ting code , only the 
fundamentals would be discussed in this concise report B) default, VB cript is the 
chosen language for scripting /\SP objects. But, it's quite nonnal and customary to have 
a parody of languages, as long as they arc specified properly in the application's page. 
There are a number of ways in indicating that the blocks of scri pt are to be 
executed on the server i.e. the server side code. One particular method is to surround the 
scripts with tags like ..... % and %->. Thus, in this case, any text that falls within the 
parameters of these would be treated as server side scripting commands ·1 his 1s hased 
on the language that would be defined at the beginning of the /\.ctive Server Page (ASP) 
There arc numerous handy built in objects provided by /\SP itself ·1 his objects 
will help applications read requests from I ITML forms, control the server, post results to 
the web browser, etc. It's simple to include these server side objects within the /\SP 
scri pts and the need of either 1mtiah11ng or declari ng them wi ll not anse These above 
mentioned server side objects arc Arml1C·atw11, l?eq1w,·1. S<'ssum Server and Rt•.,nm1,e. Un
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An example of the coding that would rcqu11' milking n dnt:\ l'Onnt.'l'twn nnd 
providing the emailing function is shown below. T his C:\nmpk nrc t 1kcn from the 
I lcalth Care Provider Information System module. 
• Data Connection 
Dim oConn, oRS 
Set oConn Server.CreateObjcct("ADODB.Conncc1ion") 
Set oRS Scrver.CrcateObjcct(" A DODB. Recordsct") 
oConn.ConnecrionSLring " DSN smarthealth;UID smartheallh;PWD=he@lthc@re" 
oConn.Open 
The above codes arc used to make a connection between the web server and the 
database in order for retrieving and adding data be made possible 
• Emailing 
Set objC DO Mai I Server. CreatcObject("CDONTS. NcwM ai I" ) 
objCDOMail.From ""'wcbmaster@smanhcalth .com >" 
objCDOMail To MailRcc("Email Add") 
ObjCDOMatl. ubjCCl slrSubjCCt 
objCDOMail.Body strBody 
objCOOMail.lmportance I (o Low, I Non11al. 2 I ligh) 
obj ( 'IX)Muil.Scnd 
Above 1s the 11nportunt l'XUt of Mutle1 usp thut cnuhlcs cmuilmg for the New\lctter 
function 111 the p101ecl 
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6.0 System Tes ting 
Testing provides a way to uncover logical errors within the s • tem and also to 
test the system' s reliabi l i ty. There arc undoubtedly a \nnet) of te t that are present 
depending on the subject of the tests, which can range from components and groups of 
components to an entire system. 
Among the main reasons as to why testing was carried out was as below: 
I . Bug tracking 
2. Regression testing 
3. I3ug detection 
4. Bug eradication (if any exist) 
6.1 ll nit Testing 
Unit testing concentrates on the smallest component of the system for testing. 
Every individual component was tested individually, to ensure they operated 
correctly. For example, these components could be anything from checking the 
validity of input value for emai l address to parsing a sentence into each ind1v1dual 
word etc. 
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Each sub module of every module was tested to mn~c s\lrc pr\'hkms \\l're not 
present, l ike bugs. Arti ficial hut acceptable test vn lm:s \J Cf' entered into 'nch fonn 
that accepts data from the user so that user input 11110 the . . . tem could be tested. 
Thus, unit testing was completed. Logical dependencies were also tested. Test 
values were included in the code so that the testing of e ery important logical 
statement that would access a particular segment of code could be done. 
Logical dependencies were omitted at the sub module level itself. This was done by 
taking a few precautionary steps. Code segments were rearranged and loop structures 
were examined as utterly as poss ible to make certain that al l code segments could he 
reached and would work as expected Dependencies and their effects were detcnnincd 
by scrutin11ing data and log1cal structures that exist in the code being developed 
Two types of unit testing were carried out in th is integration proJCCt They arc 
shown as follows· 
Types of unit test in , 
_____________.White Box Testing 
Black Box Testing 
/•t>J,llrt' 6.0: /'wo /\'f'l'\ of 1111111<' '1111>!. 
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6.1.1 White Box Testing 
This ubiquitous mode of testing involves thl! anal 11ng of the code and the usage 
of knowledge regarding the structure of a component in dcri\lng te. t data. The upper 
hand gained in using this type of testing is that an analysis of the code can be used to 
find out how many test cases arc required to guarantee a gi' en level of test coverage. 
The testing includes path testing, data flow testing, basic path testing and also loop 
testing. 
6.1.2 Black Box Testing 
By studying its inputs and the related objects, one can determine the test object's 
behavior. The types of tests that were carried out during this phase incl uded domain 
testing, boundary value analysis and error guessing. The advantages and disadvantages 
of this type of testing are as follows: 
Advantages 
Disadvantages 
It 1s free of constraints imposed by the internal 
structure and logic of the tc t object 
It 1s not ulways possible to run a complete test 
111 this munncr 
I· t).!.llfl' 6 / · I he cu/\>cmta}!.t' '' mu/ <foml vanfll).!.t'' of him k ho'C lt' \1111).!. 
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6.2 Integration Testing 
This step cal led integration testing is actually done on c th " entire unit testing has 
been done. A lthough in the lntSI II unit testing \\O, done, there wasn' t much 
impediments encountered to it. This was because most of the modules were already 
tested and were functioning quite normally already. But, this does not mean that no 
adjustments were required. Some fine tuning had occurred. 
Much more attention was given to integration testing, though. This was 
undoubtedly due to the fact that this thesis Lakes the integration of its sub modules as one 
of the integral part of its research. 
Integration testing, also known as modular testing, basically revolves around the 
verification of all the components working together as par wi th the dcscnpt1on rendered 
in the system design specifications. 
The system (SI llS), 1s a hierarchy of components It 1s where each component 
belongs to a layer of design Among the d11Terent approaches one could undertake, the 
Top Down Individual Integration approach was used This is where testing begins 
from the top and works its wa down as the hrunchc~ get more convoluted for each 
module Thus, the name lnd1v1duul ' " udded to the upprouch ·1 he process continues till 
all the modules nnd suh module" have been h.:,tcd 
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6.3 Complete System Testing 
This type of testing was given the most prominance and importance. This is 
done to uncover any limitations to the system itself, gauge tts capabilities and make sure 
that the entire system is working according to users' specifications. 
If the users' are satisfied with the system characteristics, the system is ready to be 
deployed for use. But, 1 f there 1s a need for change, system modi ficat1ons would be 
meted out to meet the users' expectations and requirements to the specifications and 
functionalities. 
The result would indicate whether or not the complete system spcc1ficat1ons and 
objectives have been met. Among the types of testing involved arc fundamental , 
functional and further functional tests 
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6.3.1 Fundamental Tests 
There arc number of these tests that arc d11licult to measure " tth some amount of 
precision. These tests are usua lly treated as complement. to the indi\ idual functional 
and further functional tests. These functional tests would be explained briefly in the next 
section. For now, the fundamental tests arc introduced below: 
I. Performance The main criteria that is seen here is the response time. 
Performance tests are conducted to make certain that the system's response time 
is met by user expectations and also that it docsn ' t exceed the predetermined 
performance cri teria under heavy volume and stress of all sorts ·1 he purpose of 
performance tests is also to test run the performance of various functions of the 
software within a specified hardware confi guration Stress testing can he added 
to the above explained test. 
2. Reliabil ity Reliabil ity testing is monitoring the mean tune between failures. 
According to mathematical models of software rcliab1hty, the rehab11tt tests arc 
conducted. Consistency and reliabili ty testing arc parallel particularly when the 
system behavior 1s measured for consistency f'or c ·ample, inputs, outputs and 
response tune 
l'nge 124 
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3. Serviceability This is regarding the ahility of th ' suppnn lX'n-l,nnd m mning 
the phone line to acquire enough 1nfo1m111ton to cnnhk tht' maintenance 
organization to asses the error and fi x 11 ' ithout ndditional infom1ation in the 
event of a crash of the user' s software system 
4. Usability This usually concerns the fact that building user interfaces that have 
pattern already familiar to the typical user. The interface should not be 
something totally new, which would require much scrutinizing from the user. A 
familiar surrounding which would lead the user to then use the software through 
pattern matching and paradigm shifts, something which everyone would do 
whilst mastering a product is in progress. 
5. Install abi lity A gauge to measure the difficulty for a novice in installing the 
software correctly and without many impediments independently. 
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6.3.2 Further Functional Tests 
/\s mentioned in the preceding section, fundamental tests usunll 1 complement the 
further functional tests. These te~ts involve the following nren : 
Documentation testing all examples used in the user's manual is tested for 
accuracy and whether the manual reports the correct answers when users obtain 
when they run the examples. 
• The event list /\II the functions arc tested by one or more events in the event 
lists. /\lso all the possible triggers is exercised and the expected results arc 
compared with the actual results. This would be able to indicate the variances 
present. 
.-. Error message testing Every error message that can be generated from the 
system is removed from the codes and put in a table This 1s so that 1t could be 
tested for understandability and appropriateness Un
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7.0 System Evaluation 
7. 1 System Strength 
T his system has some strength of its own when compared to other existing 
medical web sites although to some extent 1t does not boast ome powerful features. 
Among the conspicuous strength that it does possess are: 
Simple and user friendly interface the user interface is easy to understand and 
friendly. Not much graphics and information is posted on any one page. So, less 
memori11ng is required on the users' part The learning curves arc rclat1 vcly 
simple and a user should be able to use the system within minutes with case. 
User ID and password All the modules are protected wi th passwords and ID' s 
Thus, unauthorized users arc prohibited from viewing and modi fying its records. 
This is quite important in an environment like that of a medical center ~ here 
most of the records arc actually very scns1t1vc, personal tnfonnatton 
• T ransparency the system on the whole ts transparent ·1 hcreforc. users do not 
need to know the mtncuc1cs of 11, for example where the database resides or how 
the s !-item IS structu1cd Modtlicutmn or dutubascs IS not required All the 
need to do 1s to type m th ·1r kcy"~ords und view the 4uery results 
Pnltl' 12 7 
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Reliable system with cfTective error recovery This 1s u ' I.'!) n' lllbk ~' ~tl·m as it 
caters for almost any possible errors thnt 1t m11y cncount ' r. Sen er side scripting 
will generate proper feedhack to user when error occur~ For in. tnnce, when a 
wrong password is typed, 1t is handled by the sy. km which would then generate 
a friendly and simple to understand message indicating the nature of the error. 
• Online editing of demography data This system 1s the pioneer health web site 
in Malaysia, which allows registered users to update their demography data and 
also upload their passport sized photograph. All this is made possible online. It 
should be noted that most of the leading sites in the world doesn' t support this 
feature . 
.,... Instant appointment confirmation Once a request for an appointment slot 1 ~ 
made, the user would receive the results immediately as to whether that slot 1s 
vacant or not. This saves lots of time, money and is hassle free 
• Notification mat! is auto-generated to reg1\tercd users 1 he . y~tem would 
automatically generate notification mail and send 1t to users who have registered 
to the Patient Information System successfully. 
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Interaction Users have the chance or sending their l~cdht\l'" tn th~· system 
administrator about anything concerning the service nnd this lllO\\ , the .y tern 
administrator to check and then replying 11 . 
7.2 ystem Lim itations 
Email checking The system was unable to validate an email address in terms of 
deliverability. It only checked for the inclusion of an @, a . and a com. Once it 
had met the above requirements, it was considered a valtd address. 
Performance level The performance can be adjusted in the l lS but 1t 1s still very 
much dependant on the Internet conncct1on speed and the bandwidth or the 
phone line 
No encryption T he passwords arc not encrypted Thus, high vulnerab11tty or the 
password arises from this To combat this to some extent, the icon to save the 
password for future reference on the browser is not made avai lable. This is to 
prevent maltc1ous-w1lled people from using programs such as Pass"ord Re calcr 
v I 5 and so forth from obtain mg unauthon1.ed entry to the syMem 
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Appointment system The appointment system is lnrgcl. hn~~d on tht-' s1~cmlty 
despite of the dale and tune cntcna 10 male ccrtutn th~ n\ailnb1lity of 
appointment time slot. ·1 his utterly menn u. er \\Ould not ht\\ e a choice of 
choosing the preferred physicians . 
.., The search engine It docsn ' t support and 1s not capable of hand1ing multiple 
keywords and implementing Boolean characters like AND and OR. Although it 
can return accurate searches, however, 1t can not search if multiple keywords are 
provided. The healthcare provider search engine is not capable of context 
sensitive searching. Thi will result of producing irrelevant hits in the query 
against the database. 
Deletion The administrator section 1s not provided with a batch delete function 
This means the administrator is required to delete database record one at a 111ne 
The newsletter The newsletter function only alerts the subscribers of new event 
entry. If any new al teration is done to the exist ing events, no additional 
newsletter would lx! sent 
Page I HI 
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7.3 Problems a nd Solutions 
Throughout this thesis, a number of obsta ·tcs '"ere encountered which surfaced 
parallel with the development of the project. The would be di cussed to some 
extent below. 
The system analysis phase 
Since there was no prior knowledge and experience in developing a system, it 
was rather difficult to determine the scope of the system ·1 his was even more so 
where the time frame was supposed to be met This was then overcome after 
analyzing and studying the capabilities of Visual lnterDev and ASP technology in 
particular. It' s like finding out the speed al which one can travel so that the distance 
that could be covered at the end of the given time could be estimated 
The designing phase 
The applying of theoretical information gathered in the previous phase into practical 
use 1s no doubt a maJOr problem one can face Due to the lack of cxpcnencc in 
designing systems, 1t was d11licult to apply the bcM solution in a design Browsing 
through the Net und prevmus moduh:s' woik wus seen to he very informative ct 
he I pf ul and wu-.; somewhut like un unsL-cn guide 
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The implementation phase 
As mentioned prior to this, no earl ier knowledge in A P pro' ed to be difficult 
when scrutinizing the codes of the respective module. . Most of the modules were 
written with difTering styles and structure with missing indentation where the codes 
were concerned. It is said that it is sometimes easier to start from scratch then to 
modify someone else's work. 
The importance given during programming sessions in the university regarding 
readability and structure was pro en here. As most of the pages were re-coded 
during the integration process, almost all the pages were modified to some extent 
The main area that was stressed was the layout and color ·1 he problem1.i during 
database integration too were solved This proved the SQL Server's credibility. 
Technical problems that were not familiar with had to be solved through a 
number of ways. Among the many were, reading reference books, the aid from 
supervisor, friends and also through the Net Some IT related sites had ofTered 
newsletters upon free subscription. This too was done. For example, the W\VW 1t-
world.com site 
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7.4 Future enhancements 
No system is perfect and room for 11nprovcmcnt C'.\1sts nh\11 s dci~ndmg on the 
varying needs and expectations towards 11 Among the wn. s of 1mprm mg th1. particular 
system are: 
The administrators section This feature is not equipped with a search function 
for the personnel to look up a database record. So, a search function that satisfies 
this concept should be developed. 
The system mail Currently, due to time constraint and other more important 
phases that had required attention, the system matl sending function 1s supported 
by SMTP, which 1s integrated with Windows 2000 ·1 his way of 1mplementat1on 
could be improved greatly by using Microsoft Exchange Server 'I his ts 
undoubtedly a much more proper and superior manner of handling the matl 
sending function. 
Browsing through database records The system now only allows the user to 
maneuver back and fro through the database records (for administrators) and 
search result (for general users) page by page. It would be an attractive feature 1f 
the U\er 1s allowed to .1ump vrn page~ according to the 1n<.hv1dual liking and 
motive This would speed up weh browsmg und dutubuse maintenance a.\ well 
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The patient records The records in th is system 1s not full \ '-'nmpu11.·n1cd due to 
the fact that some test results like X-rays, CT scans nnd surh nrc not :t\ ailable in 
the database. Because of the amount of' or!... required to trnn. for the. e files to 
digital formals, and the doubt whether the medical centers would like to go to 
that detail , this feature has been left out and is open for enhancement. 
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8.0 Summa ry and Conclusion 
Most or the currently avai lable healthcare (or ho pttal) information ystems in 
the country do not provide integrated services to users (e.g .. ho pttal taff, patients) and 
they arc also not web-based As such, they arc not flexible enough to meet current 
healthcare needs. Thus there is a need for an integrated, web-based healthcare 
information system, which is the purpose of th is project. 
The Smart I lealthcare Information System (SI !IS) is a web-based system that 
provides integrated services which allow users (e.g., administrators, nurses, paticnLc;, 
general public) to interact with the system and perform their tasks more effectively and 
efficiently and access the information they need from the system For example, the 
system allows patients to view thei r per ·onal records, to view prices or drug\, or ma"c 
appointments onlinc. It also incorporates security features so that only authon1,ed users 
arc allowed access to confidential information. 
It is noted that whi le programming ski lls arc essent ial , good practice on software 
engineering techniques must also be applied efficiently ·1 his project would provide 
excellent opportunity on applying of the theoretical part or Systems Analysis and Design 
ideas, arch1tcctural de~1gnmg, tC\ltng techniques, database dc!l1gning and data modeling 
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DFD's have been created after having done rc~cnrch ,,n \ll tht' mo iulcl' 
individually. The design or the system only depicts 0 gcncml \ IC\V of the lntS\ HS. The 
diagrams do not give a detailed account of the working. nf the di tTerent module but it 
shows as to how the modules fit into the system 
During the l i terature survey phase, the mfonnat1on and data on the current Web 
technologies such as ASP concepts, search engines, client-server architecture, security 
issues, Cold Fusion and CO i sheds light on how the technologies function. The 
Integration of Smart 1 lealthcare lnfonnation System ( lntSHIS) system is implemented 
using Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional crvcr, Internet Information Server 5, and 
SQL Server 7 platforms. It also uses other tools, which includes Visual Studio 6, 
Microsoft FrontPage, Flash 5, Dream Weaver 3, Adobe Photoshop 6, and STATA (a 
statistical package). The scripts for server and cl ients arc written in VBScnpt and Java 
Script. 
Users can access to system ei ther in non-login and login mode In the non-login 
mode, users can browse the modules for general (i e . non-confidential infonnat1on) such 
as services provided, resources available, and infonnation about upcoming events. The 
amount of infonnat1 on that a user can access in this mode vanes from module to module 
In the logm mode, use~ can access all the above us well uccc~s confidential 
infonnollon hut only us 1t upplies to then1 In other words, U'>Cr '> cun only occC\\ the 
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infonnation that they arc authorized to access. Frn cxnmpl \ n pnttl.'nt l' m t'nl~ '•~" 
(and possibly modify) his or her record hut not other patients' 1nfomrntt0n l'h~ login is 
by username and password. 
The Smart llealth Care Information System (SHIS) is an integrated web-based 
healthcare infonnation system designed to improve and enhance the services provided 
by hospitals and medical centers. It consists of six modules (subsystems) as follows: 
• Patient Information ystcm 
• Pharmaceutical Information System 
• Medical Center Information System 
• I lealth Insurance Information and Billing System 
• I lcalth Care Providers Information System 
• System for Analysing Medical Data 
All the modules have a unifonn interface, 1.c., they all look altke. ·1 he funct1onal1t1cs of 
the modules arc as follows· 
l 'a11en1 RC!c.:ords Moc/11/C! 
• allows patients to register onltne 
allows access to health tips 
• ullow!l users to change uppo111tments 
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l'harmacy Management Module 
• provides information on drugs 
• provides information on stock levels 
• allows editing of prescription data 
• allows editing of drug data 
Medical ( 'enter Informal wn Module 
• provides general information about medical centers and the facilities avai lable in 
each center such as treatment charges, job opportunities, and invitation to tender 
• allows users to login as system administrator and apply changes to any of the 
available services 
Insurance ln(ormalum Module 
• provides a list of insurance companies which are affiliated with the medical center 
Ilea/th ('are lnf(>rmatum Module 
• provides a list of healthcare providers 
• provides a healthcare provider locator 
• provides a calendar of events 
• provide~ ~uhscnptmn to new~lcttcr 
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System j iJr Analysmg Medical /)oto Module 
• provides interface to the statistical package STATA ' h1ch cnn l~ U$Cd to perfonn a 
variety of statistical analyses on the mcd1cnl dnta. 
This integrated web-based healthcare information system can be used to improve the 
services provided by hospitals and medical centers. Although HI is quite generic, the 
needs of individual hospitals and medical centers need to be studied in detail before the 
system can be implemented. 
Note: 111e user manual for normal users, admm1stralors and system adm1n1strators has 
hee11 creoted aml 1s 1101 111d 11dC!d 111 1/11s report due to the hulkmess of 1/s nature one///,\' 
functwn here. l'lws, the user manual 1s with the system where the 11\·er requ1res 11. 
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Appendix I: R EFERENCE 
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I. Fcdcrov, Alex, "Professional Active Server Pa~cs 2.0'', \' 1 Edition. United 
States of America, Wrox Press, 1998. 
2. Vieira, Robert, "Professional QL crver 7.0 Programming", Wrox Press 
Ltd., 1999. 
3. Atka Jarvis and Vern Crandall , " Inroads to oftware Quality, How to 
Guide and Toolkit", Prentice Hall , 1997. 
4. Kendall & Kendall, " ystem Analysis and Design", 4th Edition, United 
States of America, Prentice I fall , 1999. 
5. Shan Lawrence Pnccger, "Software Engineering T heory and Practice" , I ~' 
Edition, United States of America, Prentice I !all, 1998 
6. Sellappan, P , "Software Engineering Management & Method~". 
Malaysia, SeJana Publishing, 2000 
7. Raymond McLeod Jr., "Management Information Systems", Prentice I lall , 
Uni ted States of America, 1998. 
8. I ~ric A. Smith, "Active Server Pages Bible", I DG books, Uni ted States of 
Amcnca, 1999. 
9. M Moms Mano, "Digital Design", Prentice I I all , United States of America, 
199 1 
10. David B. 13romilow, " MIMS Annual Malaysia DIMS 1997/ 1998", 81h 
Edition, McdiMed1a lntemat1onal Group, Philltppmcs, 1997 Un
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WEBSITES 
I . Internet Design Magazine www.1<.lm internet ~lm 
2. The Apache Soft ware Foundallon www.n nch~ .... or ' 
3. Programmer' s Resource www.programmcrsrc ourcc 
4. ASP All iance.com www.aspalliance.com 
5. The Sun Java Website java.sun.com 
6. San Jan Jacinto Methodist I lospital System 
(http://www.methodisthealth.com/sanjacinto/index) 
7. Cape Fear Valley Health System 
( http://www.capc f earval ly. com/Ii nk. htm) 
8. aint Barnabas I lealth Care System 
(http://www.saintbarnabas.com/) 
9. Mcdpcarl (Nashville, Tennessc) 
(htt ://www.med art .com) 
I 0 Baylor 1 lealth System 
(http://www.baylorhealth.com) 
11. 
12. http://www.planct-source-code com 
13. http://www.mgh org/ 
14. 
I '5 //www n1.,_n_l 0 l com 
16 http //www m1crosotl cum 
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Appendix II: AC RONYM 
ADO 
A p 
coo 
CG I 
DBM 
DFD 
DLL 
DS 
ERO 
GU' 
Gll l 
llC I 
llTML 
HTTP 
IE 
lntL 111 
I 
llS 
I API 
.JPEG 
Ms 
ActiveX Data Objects 
Active Server pages 
Collaboration Data Objects 
Common Gateway Interface 
Data base Management ystems 
Data Flow Diagrams 
Dyna mic Link Libra ry 
Data , ourcc a me 
Entity Relationship Diagram 
G ra phics Interchange Format 
G ra phical User Interface 
lluman Computer Inte rface 
Hypertext Ma rkup Language 
Hypertext T ransfer Protocol 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Integration of Sma rt Health Care lnformution , ystcms 
Information System 
Internet Information Server 
Inte rnet Server A1>1>lictttion Pro~ntmmin~ Interface 
~loint Photo~ntphic 1-: tpt.· rt~ Gr0tq> 
Micro~oft 
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NIC 
ODBC 
SQL 
SlllS 
SMTP 
URL 
VB cript 
WWW 
etwork Interface Card 
Open Da tabase Connectivity 
Structured Query LanJ?,tUlJ?.c.' 
• mart Healthcare Information System 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Uniform Resource Locator 
Visual Basic cripting Tool 
World Wide Web 
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